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Dear  Reader,

Zionism and the Race War
(A Speech Delivered to the Assembly in
Milwaukee, WI, on September 3, 2011,

Protesting the Anti-White Flash Mobs That
Ruthlessly Attacked Defenceless Whites

During the Wisconsin State Fair.)

"When a government becomes powerful, it is
destructive, extravagant and violent; it is an
usurer which takes bread from innocent
mouths and deprives honourable men of their
substance for votes with which to perpetuate
itself." - Cicero, 54 BC.

As George Santayana once said, “Those who
refuse to learn from history are condemned to
repeat it.”  And repeating it we are.  Because the
educational system has dumbed us down to the
point where we can barely read; and we certainly
don’t want to be confronted with unpopular
facts, not to mention our own faults and our own
gullibility.  It’s much easier to point at a minority
group, such as White Patriots, and blame us for
all of your problems.

What is happening in America today happened
in Spain, during the Marrano period, when the
Jews took over the Catholic Church then by
pretending to be Catholics. It happened during
the French Revolution when the Jews subverted
France with their secret societies, the Jacobins,

the Freemasons and the Illuminati. It happened
in Russia when the Jewish Bolsheviks took over
that country by stealth and then by force,
murdering 66 million Christians in the process.
It happened in Weimar Germany, when the
Zionists at the Versailles Conference demanded
that Germany be stripped of its wealth in order
to pay for WWI.  Then the Jewish
moneychangers impoverished the German
people by creating a hyperinflation, which was
not alleviated until Hitler instituted a new
financial system, based on the Lincoln
Greenback. That is government money, not
private banker money.  Until Hitler did this,
Germany was at the mercy of the ruthless
international banksters. And because Hitler
solved Germany’s financial crisis by throwing
out the Jewish moneychangers, world Jewry
declared economic war against Germany in
1933, with Samuel Untermeyer being their
spokesman.  The American people, who were
still in the midst of the Great Depression, could
not be allowed to know that government money
can create prosperity, while bankster currency
always causes instability and chaos.

Here are some quotations by and about the Jews,
who were thenceforth engaged in a global
boycott of German goods:

"Judea Declares War on Germany! Jews of all
the World Unite! Boycott of German Goods!
Mass Demonstrations!" - These were all
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headlines in the London Daily Express on March
24, 1933.

"The Israeli people around the world declare
economic and financial war against Germany.
Fourteen million Jews stand together as one
man, to declare war against Germany. The
Jewish wholesaler will forsake his firm, the
banker his stock exchange, the merchant his
commerce and the pauper his pitiful shed in
order to join together in a holy war against
Hitler's people." - Daily Express, March 24,
1933.

"Each of you, Jew and Gentile alike, who has
not already enlisted in this sacred war should do
so now and here. It is not sufficient that you
should buy no goods made in Germany. You
must refuse to deal with any merchant or
shopkeeper who sells any German-made goods
or who patronises German ships or shipping....
we will undermine the Hitler regime and bring
the German people to their senses by destroying
their export trade on which their very existence
depends." - Samuel Untermeyer, in a Radio
Broadcast on WABC, New York, August 6, 1933.
Reported in the New York Times, August 7,
1933.

Joining with
S a m u e l
Untermeyer (left)
in calling for a war
against Germany,
Bernard Baruch, at
the same time, was
p r o m o t i n g
preparations for
war against
Germany. "I
emphasized that the

defeat of Germany and Japan and their
elimination from world trade would give Britain
a tremendous opportunity to swell her foreign
commerce in both volume and profit." - Baruch,
The Public Years, by Bernard M. Baruch, p.347
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960).

Samuel Untermeyer was a Jewish leader and
close friend of presidents Wilson and Roosevelt.
Bernard Baruch was a presidential adviser to
Wilson, Roosevelt and Truman.

"War in Europe in 1934 was inevitable." - H.
Morgenthau, Secretary of the U.S. Treasury,

quoted in "The Palestine Plot" by B. Jenson, p.
11 (printed by John McKinley, 11-15 King
Street, Perth, Scotland).

"For months now the struggle against Germany
is waged by each Jewish community, at each
conference, in all our syndicates, and by each
Jew all over the world. There is reason to believe
that our part in this struggle has general value.
We will trigger a spiritual and material war of
all the world against Germany's ambitions to
become once again a great nation, to recover
lost territories and colonies. But our Jewish
interests demand the complete destruction of
Germany. Collectively and individually, the
German nation is a threat to us Jews." - Vladimir
Jabotinsky (founder of the Jewish terrorist group,
Irgun Zvai Leumi) in Mascha Rjetsch, January,
1934 (also quoted in "Histoire de l'Armée
Allemande" by Jacques Benoist-Mechin, Vol.
IV, p. 303).

“Hitler will have no war [does not want war],
but we will force it on him, not this year, but
soon." - Emil Ludwig Cohn in Les Annales,
June, 1934 (also quoted in his book "The New
Holy Alliance").

"We Jews are going to bring a war on Germany."
- David A. Brown, National Chairman, United
Jewish Campaign, 1934 (quoted in "I Testify
Against The Jews" by Robert Edward
Edmondson, page 188 and "The Jewish War of
Survival" by Arnold Leese, page 52).

"We want to bring about a deep hatred for the
Germans, for German soldiers, sailors, and
airmen. We must hate until we win." - Lord
Beaverbrook, quoted in Niemals! by Heinrich
Goitsch.

"There is only one power which really counts.
The power of political pressure. We Jews are the
most powerful people on earth, because we have
this power, and we know how to apply it."
Vladimir Jabotinsky, Jewish Daily Bulletin, July
27, 1935.

"Before the end of the year, an economic bloc of
England, Russia, France and the U.S.A will be
formed to bring the German and Italian
economic systems to their knees." - Paul Dreyfus,
"La Vie de Tanger" May 15, 1938.
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As happened during the Weimar Republic, the
same type of financial chaos is happening today
in America, where the Jews of the Federal
Reserve Bank and their monopolistic
corporations have taken total control of
America’s economy, along with control of our
domestic and foreign policies.

The reason why the Jews have been expelled
from virtually every country they have inhabited
is because they always take control of that
nation’s finances and impoverish the native
people.

America, you have been royally brainwashed by
organized Jewry, and by organized Jewry, I
mean the Anti-Defamation League, the
American Israel Public Affairs Committee, The
Southern Poverty Law Centre, the American
Jewish Committee, the American Jewish
Congress, the World Jewish Congress, and
hundreds of other lesser Jewish groups, all of
which use their money, power and influence to
turn the nations in which they live into Jewish
proxies.

"Today the Jews rule this world by proxy.  They
get others to fight and die for them." Prime
Minister of Malaysia, Mahathir Mohamad,
October 17, 2003.

Benjamin Franklin called it “The state within the
state,” as he was personally familiar with how
the Bank of England was controlling George III.

America, you need to know who your real enemy
is.  We have only one enemy.  It is organized
Jewry, the people who are the very descendants
of the Pharisees, who executed Jesus Christ.
John 7:1 states that Jesus would NOT walk
among the Jews, “because the Jews sought to kill
Him.”  And they are still killing Christians and
people of all other faiths and nationalities with
their international finance and their staged wars.
The House of Rothschild has been staging wars
in this fashion since 1815, when Wellington
defeated Napoleon at Waterloo.

With their control of the press, you hear
constantly about how evil their enemies are, but
the voices of those who are oppressed by them
can barely be heard beneath the din of Jewish
propaganda.

You have heard it said by a combination of
liberals, Jews and communists, and lately by the
Judeo-Christian churches, that White racism is
the greatest of all evils, that strife between
nations is caused by White racism, and that
Whites oppress non-Whites.  None of these
accusations are true, because there is a far greater
evil in the world today; and that is the world
Jewish economic system.  It is called Mystery
Babylon in chapters 17 & 18 of the Book of
Revelation, which describes their world empire
of merchandise.

Here are some verses from Chapter 18:  “For all
nations (the United Nations, that is) have drunk
of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and
the kings of the earth have committed fornication
with her, and the merchants of the earth are
waxed rich through the abundance of her
delicacies. And I heard another voice from
heaven saying, Come out of her, my people, that
you be not partakers of her sins, and that you
receive not of her plagues.”

Those plagues of Mystery Babylon are here,
folks:  financial ruin, homosexuality, lost jobs,
lost homes, kidnapped and molested children,
the breakdown of marriage, the breakdown of
morality, honesty, modesty, etc.  All these
corruptions have increased in amplitude since
the Rothschilds, the world’s premier banking
family, established the United Nations
Organization, by which their global corporations
of banking and commerce dictate terms to us,
their victims.  The UN Charter was written by a
committee headed by Nelson Rockefeller, an
international capitalist and Alger Hiss, an
international communist.  It was the UNO, a
global corporation, which created the Israeli
State, on May 15, 1948.
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The Jews and their monopolistic corporations
have lived deliciously ever since they were let
out of the ghettoes by Napoleon’s armies.  It was
the Rothschilds who financed Wellington’s
army.  After Napoleon’s defeat at Waterloo, they
made their first attempt to set up a world
government. It was called the Congress of
Vienna, in 1815. Since then, the House of
Rothschild has increased its behind-the-scenes
dominance over the nations, by a process of
economic control, staging wars, financing
communism, racketeering, demoralization, and
otherwise destroying every semblance of White
and Christian civilization in favour of the culture
of money lending.

You Christians ought to recall that the first thing
that Jesus did, when He entered the city of
Jerusalem was to fashion a whip with His own
hands, and he used that whip to drive the
moneychangers out of the Temple.
Unfortunately, the Christian world has let the
moneychangers back into the throne of
government and into the temple of the church,
with their 501(c)3 tax exempt status preventing
them from criticizing particular groups, such as
Jews and homosexuals; and now these
moneychangers have taken total control of the
world’s commerce of goods and ideas.
Everything that comes from the mainstream
media is carefully censored by Zionist editors,
who work for one or more Jewish-owned media
conglomerates.  You will never get the truth from
these people, as they are all Zionists and
communists to the core.

If you take a look at our movement, the White
Nationalist Movement, which is a racial
segregation movement, not a supremacist
movement, you will see that we are not nearly
as powerful as the “vast right-wing conspiracy”
that Hilary Clinton dreamed up.  The real
supremacists are these globalist, elitist Jews,
oligarchs they are called in Russia.  You will see
that all we want is to be left alone, so that we can
live our lives without Jewish interference, just
as Germany tried to exist without Jewish
interference, but the Jews would not leave
Germany alone.  Now, the Jews won’t leave us
alone.  The Jews demand that we live according
to their Talmudic dictates of high finance and
political subversion.  The moneychangers are
always raising our taxes to support liberals, gays,
welfare recipients and other special interests.  At
the same time, they say that we’re evil because

we object to confiscatory taxation and
unconstitutional money; and the Federal Reserve
Bank is unconstitutional because Congress is
supposed issue and regulate our currency; but
the Federal Reserve Bank is a private
corporation, and it is run purely for the profit of
its stockholders, which are all Jewish or elite
corporations.

Here is a list of the
owners of this
p r i v a t e
corporation, the
Federal Reserve
Bank, as of 1913:

The Rothschilds,
who also own and

control the Bank of England.

J. Henry Schroeder Banking Corporation

Lazard Brothers

J P Morgan

Warburg Brothers

Kuhn Loeb Company, which was run by
Jacob Schiff, the personal agent of NM
Rothschild

Lehman Brothers

Chase National Bank (Rockefellers)

Hanover National Bank

(Proving that these modern finance capitalists
are not at all averse to communism, in May of
1973, Chase Manhattan Bank (chairman, David
Rockefeller) opened its Moscow office at 1 Karl
Marx Square, Moscow. The New York office is
at 1 Chase Manhattan Plaza.)

To Be continued

Pastor Eli James

Editor
thenewensign@gmail.com

This magazine is for private subscription only
and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
Message Magazine which is a totally separate
entity.
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IN GENESIS
chapters one
and two we

have ‘Adam
mentioned in the
Masoretic Text, but
not in the Greek
Septuagint of
Genesis One.
Scholars may not
agree but early
t r a n s l a t o r s ,

including the KJV, indicate plural in Genesis
chapter one and chapter 5:2, but singular in
chapter two. Even ignoring this, we have a man
and a woman [‘them”] being created [bara '] in
Gen.1 before the 'Adam [singular] who was
formed [yatsar] in Gen.2. "Created" and
"formed" have differing meanings. We cannot
remain honest if we try to say that "created' =
bara ' is the same as "formed" = yatsar. [The
same goes for plasso and ktizo in the New
Testament].

From the sequence alone there is no way Genesis
2 could be a re-run of Genesis 1. On a weight of
evidence basis, there is more to say that Adam
[as we use the word] was the first spiritual man,
but not the first biological man. In other words,
God took one man from Genesis 1 and breathed
into him the breath of life. “And man became a
living soul”-[Genesis 2:7]. The word “became”
is consistently used in a manner showing the
subject became something that it had not been
before. Eve was the "mother of all living" with
God's breath, not of the others. This indicates
that there are those with the Spirit, and those
"having not the Spirit"-[Jude v19]. The latter is
the "natural man" who “cannot receive the things
of God”-[1 Cor.2:14], but he may become very
religious. What we believe about these issues in
Genesis conditions what we believe right
through the Bible. From this we can see that
there is no problem about where Cain found a
wife; it was from amongst those who were not
‘living souls’.

Because trees as trees cannot have the
knowledge of good and evil, the trees in the
Garden of Eden are shown to represent human

family trees. We can see this through Scripture
in such places as Ezekiel 31, “Behold the
Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon…..”. Then it
talks about, “All the trees of Eden that were in
the garden of God envied him”, thus relating this
back to the Garden of Eden. These were the
nations in the garden that the Adam who had
become a ‘living soul’ was to cultivate or
supervise. Without discussing what “Satan” as
the “Enchanter” or “Serpent” means, we can see
a seduction of Adam, through Eve, to divert to
another purpose instead. We are not discussing
here if Cain was a sexual product of this
seduction. We find both “the seed of the woman”
and “the seed of the serpent”, and as it was then,
so it is today, with one seed hating the other and
in no way have they now become the same. That
is why Jesus could say of the Edomite leaders of
the Judean nation, “Ye are of your father the
devil”. Adam comes from a root word meaning
“showing red in the face” or “of a ruddy
complexion”, a description of part of the white
race. Even today the serpent is attempting to
reduce this seed by racial intermarriage, and to
eliminate it by other means. The Churches have
been seduced into believing that all races are the
same in God’s sight.

In the genealogy of Jesus the Christ, we find
from Luke 3:38 , ”Which was the son of Enos,
which was the son of Seth, which was the son of
Adam, which was the son of God”. We are told
in Genesis 5:3 that it was not until 130 years later
that Adam begat a son called Seth “in his own
likeness and after his image”. Neither Cain or
Abel or any until Seth, the sixth from Adam, are
said to be begotten by Adam, and they do not
feature in the genealogy. Thus we have to
question whether or not Cain and Abel’s
descendants, and any between Cain and Seth, are
in that image and likeness either. If not then we
have another division between the races.

CULTURE

Anthropologists and other social scientists make
the claim that ‘culture’ is learned behaviour
acquired by individuals, but go further in saying
that an individual is encultured at birth, the
culture being transmitted from one generation to

Race In The Creation Story Of Genesis
By:

Arnold Kennedy
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another. There is a degree where a child brought
up in an alien culture will adapt to the new
environment, but the pull of “roots” never
disappears. When a person from a ‘non-
Christian’ culture is “converted” to Christianity
under the popular “born again” terminology, it
is not hard to observe that all things do not
become new. When such a person is removed
from the Christian cultural area and placed back
among the original culture, that person will again
manifest conformity with the original culture.
When traversing between cultures, such a person
can be observed doing something like singing
“How great Thou art” and then immediately
afterwards praying to the spirits of the dead!
Ba’al remains underneath and there is the
worship of God and Ba’al at the same time. The
consequence of racial mixture is a hybrid
worship, and this God does not accept.

Where we find racial mixture, the culture
remains within the heathen portion. It can be
readily observed even where the heathen portion
is very small, that person will more easily
identify with the heathen culture or race rather
than with the majority portion. This is
particularly obvious amongst the males, and it is
also visible that those continuing to profess
‘Christianity’ in a mixed race situation are
almost totally women.

It is popular today to say that all cultures are God
given and thus that God can be worshipped
within any cultural form. But, in the Bible, God’s

people are instructed, “Learn not the way of the
heathen”. The word ‘way’ is given by Strong as
“a course of life or mode of action”. This then is
a matter of culture that God’s people are not to
learn. There are many examples in Scripture
about Israel practicing the ways and culture of
the heathen following association with them,
“according to the abominations of the heathen
which the Lord cast out from before the Children
of Israel”-[2 Kings 16:3 and 17:8]. As it is the
Lord who did the ‘casting out’, there is no excuse
for any re-association with either the people or
the culture. Further on in 2 Kings 17:15, this is
connected with rejecting the covenant made with
“the fathers”. Rejection of the covenant means
being cut off from the covenant. Esau did the
same thing, and we are warned in the New
Testament, “Lest there be any fornicator, or
profane person as Esau”-[Heb12:16]. The
profanity is crossing a threshold or doorway
according to Strong. It is popular doctrine today
to open such a door and to encourage God’s
people to go through it. It is not difficult to
follow the pattern of God’s judgment following
racial mixture through Scripture, but this is
encouraged both within and without the
‘Church”. Thus it can be seen that any apparent
break-through following years of faithful
missionary activity is only an apparent
breakthrough. The valid missionary activity is
teaching the laws of God and bringing the other
peoples into subjection.

The End OS17800

Misconceptions About Josephus, The Judean
Or, How To Tell the Difference Between a

Jew and an Israelite!
By Pastor Eli James

TO MY
F A M I L Y
A N D

FRIENDS IN
C H R I S T I A N
ISRAEL: I wish to
p o s t h u m o u s l y
dedicate this article
to my ebuddy and
colleague, Arnold

Kennedy, who was taken from us December 28,
2006. Arnold and I almost had personal contact
when he visited the Eastern United States a

couple of years ago. He made it as far west as
Cincinnati and I made it as far east as Toledo
(from Chicago); but we just couldn’t find the
time for a face to face meeting. One thing we
had in common was our belief in the
Exclusiveness of True Israel, namely that the
Anglo-Saxon/Caucasian peoples are the True
Descendants of the Twelve Tribes of Israel,
although Arnold was reluctant to call himself a
2-Seedliner.
Some of you may have followed our ongoing
dispute as to whether ANY JEW can count as an
Israelite or a Judahite. Arnold felt that the Bible
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could be understood even if we accept that some
Jews were Judahites. I have taken the opposite
point of view, saying that, under no circum-
stances, can any Jew be counted as an Israelite
or as a Judahite. This article, in fact, was com-
posed with Arnold’s perspective in mind. I’m
sure that Yahweh – a name which Arnold also
did not accept as the Name of Our Creator (one
of our other disputes) -- will arrange for him to
read this article from some place in heaven.
In my last email to Arnold, I told him that every
boxer needs a good sparring partner to practice
against. He accepted the statement as a compli-
ment, which is how it was intended. Arnold
forced me to sharpen my arguments, so that we
were not just arguing semantics but legitimate
cultural differences between Jews and Israelites.
Aside from our Scriptural dispute, Arnold had
given me, and us, every reason to believe that
his surgery was a success, his health was im-
proving and that he would be back with us at
full strength. That was not to be, however. De-
spite our disagreements over Scriptural interpre-
tation, I have only one thing to say: Arnold, you
are a very gracious person in addition to being a
gentleman and a scholar. See you in the King-
dom. – Eli
Children of Israel, as we Anglo-Saxons come
back into remembrance of our True Heritage as
Israelites and Judahites, we must get an accurate
perspective of our historical roots. Our modern
Identity Crisis strikes at the very heart of yester-
day’s false genealogy, which states that the
Jews are of Shemitic descent. While this false
Jewish genealogy has received world-wide rec-
ognition, OUR True ancestry as the Children of
Israel has been deliberately obscured by the
Kosher establishment. The Great Impersonation
of Judah and Israel by the Jewish people is the
root cause of the chaos in this world, as the
unending violence of the Israeli State attests. By
claiming to be "God’s Chosen," the Serpent
Seed are able to commit murder and treachery
on a monumental scale. The Destroyer pretends
to be an angel of light. The Accuser blames all
others who are innocent; and the world courte-
sies in ignorance before the Wolf in Sheep’s
Clothing. Little Red Riding Hood doesn’t know
any better. Furthermore, she has been purpose-
fully given an image of low self-esteem, thanks
to a barrage of constant criticism and even cat-
calls.
Little Red Riding Hood needs some encourage-
ment!

We are now called upon to clarify and defend
our historical roots. As I have been trying to
explain to those who yet fail to grasp reality, our
historical roots cannot be separated from our
genetic heritage, our unique, Spirit-enabled,
Yahweh-formed Genetic Code. We have been
divinely ordained and blueprinted by our Father
in heaven with specific DNA; but an enemy has
been trying to steal from us the very genetic
integrity that makes us who we are. That enemy
goes by various names: Nachash, Cain, Kenite,
Canaanite, Edomite, Idumean, Pharisee, rebbe,
Zionist, Jew. The enmity between Anglo-Saxon
Israel and the Jewish Serpent Seed was prophe-
sied according to Gen. 3:15.

As a historian, I see so clearly how the Anglo-
Saxon, Celtic and Caucasian peoples have creat-
ed civilization as we know it, and how the
Jewish people have perverted, subverted and
destroyed everything we have ever built. This
history has been repeated so often as to be a
series of re-runs on the boob tube; but the elec-
tromagnetic effect of the waves emanating from
the television screen only serve to deaden one’s
senses and one’s intellect, such that it either puts
you to sleep through boredom or it succeeds in
arousing your earthly lusts. In today’s commer-
cial reality, there is no room for Spirit, no room
for Truth, no room for Dissent, no room for the
Ten Commandments in the courthouse, no room
for unwanted babies, no room for baby Jesus at
the inn…and no longer any room for Christ in
the Christmas Season. Human experience,
thanks to the Babylonian Talmud, has become
theatre, par excellence.
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Until True Israel awakens to her Identity as
Yahweh’s Chosen People, the chaos of this
world will only deepen. It will become so deep
and terrifying that only the most spiritually,
physically and mentally girded warriors will be
able to survive the Holocaust that looms on the
horizon. In the final analysis, WE, the Anglo-
Saxon, Celtic and Caucasian peoples are the
only Biblical descendants of the Nation of Isra-
el, and, furthermore, we are NOT to be confused
with the weavers of that tangled web of confu-
sion called Talmudism, spun by the Jews. They
should NEVER be confused with Moses and the
prophets. We have been victimized by a 2,000
year-old game of identity theft. It’s about time
we awaken from our present amnesia and get to
work on the Kingdom.
From this perspective, it is important to realize
that Our Literature, from the ancient past up to
this moment, spanning the gamut from the an-
cient bards of Britain, the Brahmins of India, the
Hebrew prophets, through Plato and Socrates,
Copernicus, Galileo, Newton, and poets such as
Shelley, Keats, Byron, and Goethe, and com-
posers such as Beethoven, Mozart, Wagner and
Bach, reveals our True Spirit. No other Race has
the genetic capacity to produce such works of
profound and sublime imagination. Yet, the
liberals and Jews among us say that we should
just throw this all away and race-mix ourselves
out of existence!!!!

The Great Impersonation
When others impersonate us, or when we are
forced to behave against our genetic code, we
lose our sense of Identity and fall into perdition,
which is where our enemy wants us to go. It is
absolutely vital for all White/Adamic/Hebrew
Israelites to understand that we have a Doppel-
ganger, an Impersonator, who perpetually seeks
to rule over us by pretending to be us. This
master manipulator is known as the Jew. The
Jew is the world’s most intelligent chameleon.
He makes his living by taking on the colours of
the host nation, mimicking the host population,
and then subverting and destroying the host at
the first opportunity.
In the words of Samuel Roth, a remonstrant
Jew, "Our major vice of old, as of today, is
parasitism. We are a people of vultures living on
the labour and the good nature of the rest of the
world." – Jews Must Live, p. 18. From the
Jewish perspective, Samuel Roth is a stool pi-
geon, spilling his guts about the hypocrisy and
evil that saturates the Jewish environment. Rare

is the Jew who reveals Jewish trade secrets,
especially rabbinical trade secrets, but Roth
does exactly this.

The VERY FIRST LESSON we (Christian
Israel) must learn is to not trust the Jewish
version of our own history. The Jewish version
of history, the Hoaxacaust included, is replete
with diabolical deceptions and rabbinical fabri-
cations, all cleverly designed to get us to believe
that they are the ones favoured by Yahweh. The
Jew does not always LIE. Rather, he always
plots to DECEIVE. In order to be a good liar,
you have to start by making a certain number of
either true or plausible statements in order to
gain your victim’s interest and confidence. And,
as members of the world’s OLDEST PROFES-
SIONAL LIAR’S CLUB, all rabbis are highly
skilled professionals, with 2,150 years of accu-
mulated doctrine (most of it very secret, such as
the so-called "Oral Law"!) at their disposal,
specializing in psycho-manipulative techniques
that have been successfully employed in sup-
pressing all manner of cohesive thought, espe-
cially with regard to history and the relationship
between Judaism and Christianity.
Few Christians understand that "Judeo-Christi-
anity" is a very recent phenomenon. Jewish
mastery of theatre has painted a false history,
stating that Judaism and Christianity have
something in common, when even a cursory
reading of the Bible explains that the early
Christians were constantly being persecuted by
the Jews. There was NO SUCH THING as a
"Jewish Christian" in those days. You were
either one or the other. Yes, there were Juda-
hites who became Christians. But, no! Jews did
not become Christians. That is an oxymoron,
because the Jews of that day were Edomites, not
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Judahites; but this is exactly the point of confu-
sion that the rabbis perpetuate, i.e., the confu-
sion of Idumeans with Judahites. The Jews had
their own religion, Babylonian paganism, also
known as Pharisaism, and none of these became
Christians. Jews PRETEND to convert, but they
never do.
Paul himself, a Judean Judahite from the tribe of
Benjamin, was so deluded by rabbinical thought
control techniques that he actually participated
in the executions of his own people while work-
ing for the Pharisees. So, how did these diamet-
rically opposed doctrines (Judaism versus
Christianity) get blended into one? This was
accomplished only recently through the medi-
um of the "image of the beast": the "boob tube,"
television, in the 1960’s, with the advent of the
televangelists, White traitors who are employed
by the anti-Christ to deceive their own people
into following the Jews into perdition.
In the 1950’s and early 1960’s, before commer-
cial television became thoroughly Judaized,
race-mixing was a Universal Taboo. Until this
time, Jews and Christians, historically, had
NOTHING IN COMMON. They lived in sepa-
rate Universes and they only came in contact
with one another at the bank or the market place.
To paraphrase Rudyard Kipling: Jews were
Jews and Christians were Christians and ne’er
the twain would meet. In fact, the rabbis of
Judaism INVENTED the ghetto, in order to
keep their flocks of Jews contained and within
their grasp. Since the Jews would not and could
not assimilate into Christian culture, the ghetto
was mutually agreed upon arrangement. And
since the Jews rejected Christ, Christians would
have nothing to do with them. Amazingly, the
modern Judeo-Christians are utterly ignorant of
such historical facts. Because their pulpit mas-
ters completely avoid preaching historically
truthful sermons, they actually believe that
Judaism and Christianity have had some mutual
regard for the last two thousand years! On the
contrary, the host people (always Christians)
were to be found in their churches. The parasites
(always Jews) were in their separate
synagogues...no dialogue, no conferences be-
tween Christians and Jews, no "Jews for Jesus,"
nothing in common whatsoever. All of these
ecumenical movements are of very recent in-
vention, deliberately designed to deprive Chris-
tians of the their true religion and their true
heritage. Spiritually, Christianity and Judaism
are like heaven and hell, because Christianity
has always preached that we should be truthful,

but Jews are taught that it is legitimate to lie on
behalf of their own people and culture. All Jews
are taught this and far too many act accordingly.
As Samuel Roth proves in his exposures of
Jewish life, the temptation to cheat and deceive
is too great given the fact that their priesthood
demands it as part of their Talmudic teachings.

With television and the other entertainment me-
dia, operated and financed by the anti-Christ
Jews and Zionists, truth has been thrown out the
window, and the blatant propaganda coming
from the Judeo-Christian pulpits has jaundiced
even the most sensitive Christians, turning them
into rabid Zionists, calling for the blood of all
the Jews’ "enemies." Judeo-Christianity, a hy-
brid religion created by massive application of
Twentieth Century propaganda techniques, has
become the mindset of the Christian West. It is
a rabid (rabbinical) cancer of the brain. Brain
surgery is required to cure the patient.
To get a grasp of the intellectual disconnect
these people have in their brain circuitry, one
minute they teach that "God loves everybody,"
the next minute they teach that "All Muslims
must die to make way for the Jews." And we’re
the ones who get accused of "hate." But, no one
said that religion has to be a rational exercise.

Techniques of Rabbinical Deceit
The essence of rabbinical deceit is to contrive a
series of true statements which, nevertheless,
are calculated to lead us to a false conclusion
and, therefore, to a false view of reality. In
addition, they are masters of intermingling fun-
damental truths with diabolically clever half-
truths. These half-truths seem very innocent to
the unwary; but acceptance of these half-truths,
over time, enables the parasite to infest the host
and drives the process of disease unto death.
Their masquerade as Israel and Judah is nothing
short of an all-out assault on the fabric of histo-
ry. For them, literary intrigues are child’s play.
That’s what makes Jews such good comedians.
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Deceit and comedy are very close relatives; but
one is deadly, the other is not. But even comedy,
as practiced by Jews, has the effect of portray-
ing the parasite as a harmless dolt, thus causing
us to drop our guard. The decades of moral
relativism and perversion are no joke, however.
Realize that before we accept perversion, we
first laugh at it. Then, lacking the resolve to
refute it, we laugh with it.
Jewry has a number of literary tricks up their
collective sleeves. It is important that we review
some of the more important ones so that we can
understand just how we are currently being
brainwashed.

1. Word Manipulation and Semantic
Engineering

A. The utilization of addendums and
interpolations, thus inventing fictitious
definitions that were never intended by the
original authors. A careful study of Strong’s
Concordance reveals numerous examples of
words whose definitions have been changed
gradually over the centuries or added to suit
the Jewish/Zionist agenda.
B. Insertion of modern concepts and
ambiguous vocabulary into ancient history,
thus falsifying history. Example: Replacing
the word ‘Judah’ with the word ‘Jew.’
C. Control of dialogue and debate by setting
up "experts" in presumably opposing camps,
while freezing out real opposing opinions.

   2. Constructing Fiction from Fact
3. Setting themselves up as the "final
authority" of Scriptural debate, even though
they deny the Torah with their Talmud!!!!
Thus, ancient Truth becomes modern
Pharisaism, and nobody seems to notice or
care!
4. A deep satisfaction derived from
deceiving non-Jews. This is an especially
sinister quality of the rabbinate that they never
fail to transmit to their flocks of goats. This is
a genetic endowment and it goes all the way
back to Nachash and Cain in the Garden of
Eden.

The key to understanding this process of using
word manipulation to distort history and Scrip-
ture is that the originator of the deceptive state-
ment has a far different definition of certain key
words and concepts than you do; but, of course,
you don’t know this. A modern and well-known
example of this technique can easily be demon-

strated by the use of the seemingly innocent
word ‘peace.’ This word is used very frequently
by both Jews, communists and pulpit masters.
(Pardon the redundancy. Even though there are
non-Jewish communists, they have always been
and are the total dupes of the Jewish communist
leaders at all times.) The gullible will read the
works of communists and actually believe that
the communists employ the same definition of
"peace" as most God-fearing people do. But no,
the real meaning that the communists keep to
themselves is "the dictatorship of the proletari-
at," which is nothing other than the imperialism
of the Bolshevik commissars, rule by terror.
There can be no "peace" that is enforced by the
point of a bayonet. But to the communist men-
tality, that is what they mean by "peace." To the
pulpit master, "peace" is what happens when
Zionism has achieved total dictatorship of the
planet.

In the same vein,
liberals always
claim to be moti-
vated by "compas-
sion." This kind of
compassion is re-
sponsible for the
extermination of
60 million inno-
cent children who
were yet in the
womb. Instead of
calling it "killing,"
it is called

"choice." Liberalism is responsible for the cen-
sorship phenomenon that is called "Political
Correctness." It is responsible for the "free love"
era of booming sexually transmitted diseases.
This is what they call "compassion." The com-
munist term of "choice" is "liquidation."
A more recent example is the word ‘neo-con.’
Everybody assumes that it is short for ‘neo-
conservative,’ or "new conservative." But the
fact is that there is NOTHING CONSERVA-
TIVE ABOUT THE NEO-CONS. They are
actually Jewish Marxists who adopted the strat-
egy of the Marxist Professor Leo Strauss of the
University of Chicago. Strauss’ strategy was for
his Marxist students to infiltrate the Republican
Party while pretending to be "conservatives."
He instructed them to play conservative while
redirecting the Republican Party towards Zion-
ism. Strauss had students such as Paul Wolfow-
itz and Richard Perle. These are the men who
have shaped the policies of the Bush Adminis-
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tration. They are Marxist-Zionist Jews who
masquerade as "conservatives." Here is a link to
a brief article on Leo Strauss and his version of
communism that Americans believe to be "con-
servatism":

 http://www.alternet.org/story/15935
Fair-minded Christians cannot conceive of such
mass-scale, well-orchestrated campaigns of de-
ception. Since Christians are basically honest –
and they assume that Jews are as well – they
assume that a "Neo-Con" is some sort of a Con-
servative.
George Orwell tried to enlighten us about this
stratagem in his book, 1984. The slogan "War is

Peace" conveyed both the irony and the subter-
fuge from the regime of Big Brother. Today, it
is called "The War Against Terror." The only
problem is that it is the Terrorists themselves
who invented that slogan. Since George Orwell
already used "War is Peace," they had to come
up with a new one.
Judaism is itself replete with such deceptively
used words, ‘Israel,’ ‘Gentile,’ ‘Judah,’ ‘Jew,’
‘Diaspora,’ ‘Torah,’ ‘Neo-Con,’ and ‘Shalom’
included.

To be continued

The Mistaken J (Part 3)
Yahweh’s Assembly In Yahsuha

IN MAKING the
Greek translation, the
copyists inserted the

four characters of the
Tetragrammaton in gold
letters of the Hebrew,
namely hwhy, wherever
the name Yahweh was to
appear. However, the
pronunciation was
pointed with the vowels
of Adonai. After the death
and resurrection of the

Messiah, there arose a demand for a Latin
version of the Hebrew Old Testament by the
expanding church. These early translators were
not skilled in the Hebrew language, and actually
detested the Jews and refused to learn the
Aramaic or Hebrew tongue. They were ignorant
of Hebrew and were often ridiculed by the Jews
for their ludicrous pronunciation of Hebrew.
(See this booklet’s section, “Why the Terms
‘God’ and ‘Lord’?” on page 26).

And What About ‘Jehovah’?

Scholars know that Jehovah could never be the
name of the Heavenly Father. Aside from the
error with the letter J, this word has other
problems. Even the Catholics, who have been
given the distinction of inventing the word
“Jehovah,” know it is not the Father’s Name.

Note what the New Catholic Encyclopedia
(1967) says under “Yahweh”: “Judging from
Greek transcriptions of the sacred name, YHWH
ought to be pronounced Yahweh. The
pronunciation Jehovah was unknown in ancient
Jewish circles, and is based upon a later
misunderstanding of the scribal practice of using
the vowels of the word Adonai with the
consonants of YHWH,” p. 1065

In the preface to the Revised Standard Version
of the Bible is the following: “The form Jehovah
is of late medieval origin; it is a combination of
the consonants of the Divine Name and the
vowels attached to it by the Masoretes but
belonging to an entirely different word. The
sound of Y is represented by J and the sound of
W by V, as in Latin. The word ‘Jehovah’ does
not accurately represent any form of the Name
ever used in Hebrew,” pp. 6-7.

In the introduction to The Emphasized Bible,
editor Joseph Rotherham writes, “The
pronunciation Jehovah was unknown until 1520,
when it was introduced by Galatinus; but was
contested by Le Mercier, J. Drusius, against
grammatical and historical propriety.”
Rotherham continues his analysis of this ghost
word, “Erroneously written and pronounced
Jehovah, which is merely a combination of the
sacred Tetragrammaton and the vowel in the
Hebrew word for Lord, substituted by the Jews
for YHWH, because they shrank from

 http://www.alternet.org/story/15935
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pronouncing The Name…To give the name
YHWH the vowels of the word for Lord (Heb.
Adonai) and pronounce it Jehovah, is about as
hybrid a combination as it would be to spell the
name Germany with the vowels in the name
Portugal –viz., Gormuna” (pp.24-25).

Perhaps the best explanation of how the word
Jehovah came about is made in the prestigious
Oxford English Dictionary. A photocopy of its
entry on “Jehovah” is shown at the top of the
page.

The sacred Name was deemed too holy to
pronounce. Either because of this fact or because
its four letters are also employed as vowels, the
Masoretes did not vowel point the
Tetragrammaton. Instead, the vowel points for
“Adonai” were inserted, alerting the reader to
say “Adonai” rather than blurting out the sacred
Name Yahweh. Along came Christian scholars
in late medieval times who didn’t realize what
had been done. Not skilled in Hebrew, they
mistakenly combined these added vowels with
the Tetragrammaton and the result was the
hybrid combination “Jehovah.”

The Jewish
Encyclopaedia

says about the name
Jehovah, “This name is
commonly represented
in modern translations
by the form ‘Jehovah,’
which, however, is a
p h i l o l o g i c a l
impossibility…This

form has arisen through attempting to pronounce
the consonants of the name with the vowels of
Adonai…” (p.160).

The Jehovah’s Witnesses themselves admit that
“Jehovah” is inferior to “Yahweh.” In their book,
Let Your Name Be Sanctified (p.16), they quote
the Roman Catholic translator of The
Westminster Version of the Sacred Scriptures,
saying, “I should have preferred to write
‘Yahwe,’ in which, although not certain, is
admittedly superior to ‘Jehovah,’”

On page 17 of this same book the Jehovah’s
Witnesses write, “In harmony with the practice
that had developed among the superstitious, the
vowel signs for Elohim or for Adonay were

inserted at the accustomed places in the text to
warn the Hebrew reader to say those words
instead of the divine name. By combining those
warning vowel sings with the Tetragrammaton
the pronunciation Yahowih and Yehowah were
formed.”

Then on page 20 they quote the Lexicon for the
Books of the Old Testament, by Koehler and
Baumgartner, under the Tetragrammaton: “’The
wrong spelling Jehovah (Revised Version: The
LORD) occurs since about 1100,’ and then it
offers its arguments in favor of Yahweh as ‘the
correct and original pronunciation.’”

In the foreword of their Bible, The New World
Translation of the Christian Greek Scriptures
(published by the Jehovah’s Witness
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society), they say
on page 25:

“While inclining to view the pronunciation
‘Yahweh’ as the more correct way, we have
retained the form ‘Jehovah’ because of people’s
familiarity with it since the 14th century.

In our search for truth we must retrace our steps
and boldly proclaim His true Name, and not
follow tradition or erroneous understanding.

Biblical Names Reveal the Person

Our culture today looks on names as little more
than labels, although we still talk about having
a “good name” and speak of being “true to one’s
name.” These expressions are carryovers from a
time when a name expressed and conveyed a
person’s attributes and character.

In the Hebrew, Bible names all have meaning.
At times Yahweh or Yahshua (or sometimes
parents) changed the name of individuals, giving
them a special name that had new meaning. For
example, Abram means exalted father; later his
name was changed to Abraham, which means
“father of a multitude.” Isaac means “laughter”
(because his mother laughed when promised a
son in her old age). Jacob (Yacob) means “heel-
grabber” or “supplanter,” because he supplanted
his firstborn brother Esau. His name was
changed to Israel, meaning “contender” or
“perseveres with El,” when he wrestled with the
angel in Genesis 32
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An eye-opening study of the names of the 12
tribes of Israel appears in Genesis chapter 29-30.
Situations surrounding the birth of each of these
sons is reflected in their individual names. The
Hebrew Dictionary found at the back of Strong’s
Exhaustive Concordance provides a fascinating
exercise in the meaning of names.

In his book, Our Father Abraham, Jewish
Roots of the Christian Faith, Marvin R. Wilson
writes: “In Hebrew thought, the name of an
individual was considered to be more than a title
or a label for identification. Rather, a name was
believed to reveal the essence, character,
reputation, or destiny of the one to whom it was
given. This is why the moral law of Moses
forbids defamation of another’s name by false
witness (Ex. 20:16). Thus the name of every
Hebrew sent out some sort of message with it.”

The message of
Yahweh’s Name
t h r o u g h o u t
Scripture is that it
is sacred, and one
either accepts it or
finds oneself in
opposition to
Him. The
Eerdmans Bible
D i c t i o n a r y
e x p l a i n s :
“ [ Y a h w e h ’ s ]
name reveals his
character and
salvation in which

people may take refuge (Ps. 20:1; cf. Isa. 25:1,
56:6); to treat [Yahweh’s] name as empty is to
despise his person (Ex. 20:7),” p. 747.

Yahweh: The Most Sacred of All Names

Yahweh’s Name is high on a level all its own.
No name is more important than the personal
Name of the One we worship. Not only is this
true because names have great significance in
Hebrew, but also because Yahweh Himself tells
us to revere His Name and not to bring it to
obscurity through substitution and disuse,
Exodus 20:7. The word “vain” in the Third
Commandment –“Thou shalt not take the Name
of Yahweh thy Elohim in vain” –is the Hebrew
shoaw, meaning to rush over, bring to
devastation, uselessness, ruin, and by
implication, neglect.

The one attribute describing Yahweh’s Name
more than any other is its holiness. His Name is
not to be blasphemed (Lev. 24:16) or desecrated.
It is to be treated with reverential awe, because
it expresses the essence of Yahweh Himself.

We can bring His Name to ruin by falsifying it.
If you remove an author’s name from the books
he wrote and reprint them with another name in
them you falsify his works. The same is true
when translators take His Name from the
Scriptures and insert generic titles in its place.

How can we presume to call upon Yahweh and
His Son Yahshua with titles like “god” and
“lord” that are used in the worship of other
deities? Elijah (EliYah, “my El is Yah”) was
calling the people’s attention to the same issue
in 1 Kings 18 –demonstrating that the True
Heavenly Father has a personal Name and that
they in their ignorance were calling on titles of
Baal (“Baal Gad” = Lord God) in their worship
(see Harper Collins Study Bible note on Hosea
2:16). Baal was the chief “deity” of the
Canaanites.

Yahweh charged that they had forgotten His
Name for Baal, Jeremiah 23:26-27. If Yahweh
was displeased with the substitution “Baal,” why
would He not be just as provoked with today’s
substitution of an equivalent word, “Lord”?
    Yahweh’s Name is so central to salvation that
the Savior’s Name bears it as well. He is the Son,
and the salvation Yahweh sent. You could say
“Yah” is the family Name of the Heavenly
Majesty.

 Author Wilson notes,

“The fact that Jesus was a Jew by birth is crucial
for understanding the nature and person of Jesus
as presented in the Gospels. Jesus was given the
Hebrew name Yeshua. (‘Jesus’ is the Latin form
of ‘Iesous,’ the Greek transliteration of Yeshua.)
The name Yeshua, derived from the Hebrew
verb yashua, revealed the destiny he was to fulfill
in his life and ministry on this earth” (Our
Father Abraham, Jewish Roots of the
Christian Faith).

All religions generally are known by the one they
worship or give homage to. Anciently the god
of the Akkadians was Marduk; the god of the
Ammonites was Moloch; the god of the Greeks
was Zeus; the god of the Romans was Jupiter;
the god of the Moabites was Baal-peor; the god
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of the Hebrews was…God?! Using an all-
inclusive, indefinite, impersonal title simply
does not identify the One you worship!
Capitalizing that title doesn’t help, either, no
more than the title “mr.” suddenly becomes a
name if we make it “Mr.”

Strange, isn’t it, that all the pagan “deities” have
their own special names, yet we are expected to
believe that the TRUE Mighty One of the Bible
goes by general terms that can apply to any
“deity”?

In fact, the Name Yahweh appears 6,823 times
in the Old Testament Hebrew Scriptures, from
which we ultimately derive all versions of the
Old Testament. It should have appeared 100
times in the New Testament. But rarely does one
hear the Name used or even mentioned in
churches that supposedly honour those same
Scriptures.

The majority of Bible versions have changed the
holy Name to the titles God and Lord. You can
restore it when you read the Scripture, however.
In many King James Bibles, whenever you see
the words LORD or LORD GOD in capital
letters in the Old Testament, the Masoretic
Hebrew Script has the Hebrew characters for
Yahweh, hwhy. (To help when you read your
Bible, request the bookmark, Correcting the
Name in Your Bible.)

Yahshua: A Name Given in Hebrew to a
Hebrew

Because there is no J sound in the Hebrew, the
prefix “Je” does not exist in Hebrew. The
combination word “Jesus” is not Greek, it’s not
Hebrew. In fact, it is completely without
philological meaning in any language. Yet,
Gabriel told Mary and Joseph that the Messiah’s
Name, being given from the very highest
Authority in the heavens, was special. It had a

specific connotation, a precise and very
important MEANING. The angel said He would
be given this Name because “He shall save His
people from their sins.” Scholars acknowledge
that the name given through Gabriel was the
Hebrew Yahshua. (See any good study Bible
with marginal notes on Matt. 1:21 and Luke
1:31, as well as the Biblical sources listed here.)
“Yahshua” means “Yahweh is salvation.”

It must be noted that whenever a message was
given from on high, it was to those who
understood Hebrew, which is called by some the
“heavenly language.” Thus, when the angel told
Joseph, a Hebrew, that the Savior would be born
of Mary, also a Hebrew, that he was to call the
baby a specific name, this name would hardly
have been a Latin-Greek name such as Jesus!
How His name came to us as Jesus in our English
Bible such as the King James instead of Yahshua
is interesting.

The Savior’s true Name in Hebrew letters look
like this: ucwhy. Read from right to left, as in
all Semitic languages, His Name begins with a
(y) (known in English Bibles as “jot,” Mat. 5:18,
but in the Hebrew is the yothe or yod).

Yothe carries the sound of i as in machine. This
“ee” sound is then followed by an a, which is
much like an “ah” sound. This diphthong is
pronounced “ee-ah” or “Yah,” which is the short
form of the Heavenly Father’s name “Yah-weh.”
We see it in the suffix “halleluYah” and in the
names of many people of Scripture (IsaYah,
JeremiYah, ObadiYah, ZechariYah,
ZephaniYah, etc.).

Add the suffix “shua” (meaning “salvation”) and
we have Yahshua, the “Salvation of Yah.”

That the language spoken was Hebrew is clear
from Matthew 1:23, where the Savior is referred
to as Emmanuel, a purely Hebrew word meaning
“El with us,” and is so transliterated for us in that
passage.

You can see for yourself that the name of your
Savior was Yahshua by referring to Strong’s
Concordance Greek Dictionary. Look up the
name “Jesus” in Strong’s, which shows that it
first appears in Matthew 1:1, with the reference
No. 2424. Turn to the Greek Dictionary in the
back of Strong’s (Greek, because it is in the New
Testament) and note the following entry:
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‘Ihsous Iesous, ee-ay-sooce’; of Hebrew origin
[No.3091]; Jesus (i.e. Jehoshua), the name of
our Lord and two (three) other Israelites:-
Jesus.

  We learn the Savior’s name is of Hebrew origin
from No. 3091. In the Hebrew section of
Strong’s, No. 3091 has the Hebrew characters
that are transliterated into English as follows:

uwcwhy Yehowshuwa’, yeh-ho-shoo’-ah: or
ucwhy Yehowshu’a, ye-ho-shoo’-ah from No.
3068 and No. 3467; Jehovah-saved; Jehoshua
(i.e. Joshua), the Jewish leader: -Jehoshua,
Jehoshuah, Joshua. Compare Nos. 1954, 3442.
    By the time of Yahshua’s birth, the accepted
form among the Jews was not Yahoshua, but the
shortened form Yahshua. In the Old Testament
this name is spelled Joshua and is found in
Numbers 13:16 of the King James text where
Moses changed the name of the Israelite general
from Oshea (or Hosea) to Yahshua. That is, from
salvat ion or saviour to “Salvation of

Yah.”

Most reference works agree
with Kittle’s (left)
Theological Dictionary

of the New Testament
statement on page 284,
which states that the
name Yahoshua was
shortened after the exile

t o the short form Yahshua.

    The fact that the Greek
Dictionary (No. 2424) refers the reader back to
the Hebrew section of Strong’s Concordance
clearly shows that the name Jesus stems from the
Hebrew Yahshua.

It is rather doubtful the derivation of Jesus is
from the pagan deity “Zeus” of the Greeks.
However, some draw a relationship to the
“salvation” or “healing” of Ea-Zeus. According
to the Dictionary of Comparative Religion
(p.622), “The Greeks generally identified the
chief god of other peoples with Zeus (e.g. Amun,
Hadad, Yahweh).” From Bux and Schone,
Worterbuch der Antika, under “Jesus,” we
find: “Jesus: really adapted from the Greek,
possibly from the name of the Greek healing
goddess Ieso (Iaso).”

Although some evidence could support a
conclusion for a Greek deity connection, it is
more likely that “Jesus” resulted from a crude
attempt to transliterate (bring over the sound)
from Hebrew to Greek to Latin and then to
English, losing the true vocalization with each
step.

 Young’s Analytical Concordance has one line
for Jesus which reads:

 JE’-SUS, ‘Ihsous, from Heb. uwcy saviour.

As already noted, the early Christians were
ignorant of Hebrew and cared less for the
language of “those detestable Jews.” Therefore,
they relied upon the Greek Septuagint (LXX)
Old Testament as their source instead of going
directly to the Hebrew texts.

We are not free to reject the Name Yahshua, the
very Name sent directly from Yahweh through
the archangel Gabriel. Nor are we absolved to
call Him by the man-made, Greco-Latin Jesus.

We trust you will prayerfully act on this vital
truth and prove to yourself that His true Name
as given to mankind from the Highest Authority
in the universe is Yahshua, “Yah’s salvation.”
Realize that when you call on the Name Yahshua
you are invoking the Father’s Name as well, and
petitioning the only One who can give salvation.

‘Adonai’ Replaces Sacred Name

The early translators who gave us the English
version of the Bible were not Hebrew scholars.
They based their understanding mostly on the
Greek texts, the Septuagint for the Old
Testament and the extant Greek texts for the
New Testament. Generally they were ignorant
of Hebrew and sometimes lacked in their
knowledge of Hebrew grammar, syntax, and
vocabulary.

 Because of the animosity between the Jews and
their Roman rulers, it was a common practice for
Roman soldiers to search for and destroy any
religious Hebrew texts of the Jews and Messianic
believers alike. Initially, the Romans made no
distinction between Jews and converts of the
early Assembly, for their worship appeared
basically the same. Both worshiped on the
weekly Saturday Sabbath and observed the
annual festivals, both read from the same Old
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Testament Hebrew scrolls in their study and
worship. It was not until the third century that a
distinction was made between traditional Jewish
worship and those who had gone on to accept
Yahshua as the Messiah.

The admitted ignorance of the early Christian
scholars of the Hebrew language lies at the root
of the misspelling and variations of the sacred
Name. The Jews often ridiculed and derided
these Christians who claimed to be scholars, but
stumbled in their efforts to pronounce Hebrew
words.

By the time of the Messiah the custom of not
pronouncing the sacred Name in public by the
Jews became mandatory. This practice had
apparently developed from the warning in
Leviticus 24:16,    “And he that blasphemes the
name of Yahweh shall surely be put to death, and
all the congregation shall certainly stone him:
as well as the stranger, as he that is born in the
land, when he blasphemes the name of Yahweh
shall be put to death.” By not using the Sacred
Name, one could not blaspheme it, and so it was
not invoked except by the high priest on the Day
of Atonement.

Thus came about the custom in the synagogue
of reading “adonai” instead of the Sacred Name
when the Tetragrammaton (hwhy) appeared in
the texts. The logic being, by calling upon a
substitute instead of invoking the Name, the
Name could not be blasphemed.

In Jeremiah 44:26 we read another verse that
stifled any public utterance of the Sacred Name,
especially during the captivity. “Therefore hear
you the word of Yahweh, all Judah that dwell in
the land of Egypt; behold, I have sworn by My
great name says Yahweh, that My name shall no
more be names in the mouth of any man of Judah
in all the land of Egypt, saying, ‘Yahweh Elohim
lives.’”

This became especially critical when the
remaining Judahites were taken captive to
Babylon. Psalm 137 relates that they refused to
sing the songs of Zion (using Yahweh’s Name)
in a strange land lest the Name and worship be
subject to ridicule by the gentiles. Thus the ban
on uttering the sacred Name became firmly
entrenched and was the general practice by the
time the Savior came to  earth.

While the Jewish zealots would not invoke
(vocalize) the sacred Name, it was their custom
to write it in the sacred texts, carefully placing
the vowels of Adonai over the Tetragrammaton
to warn the reader not to utter the sacred Name,
but to use “adonai.” The scribes did, however,
place the Hebrew Tetragrammaton in the Greek
Septuagint translation. Christian scholars did not
understand these sacred four Hebrew letters
(hwhy) and translated them into the Greek as
pipi, thinking it was the doubling of two Greek
letters – pi (pipi) --- read left to right rather than
from right to left as in Hebrew. When the proper
pronunciation was pointed out to them they

Harold Stough Notes
Portal Dolmen - County Louth,

Ireland

THE element of daring embodied in the
construction of a dolmen is nowhere
displayed more finely than in the

superb example at Ballymascanlon in the
County of Louth. If the primitive type re-
minded the builders of a house, and by think-
ing backward of a cave, design has here
progressed some way towards an artist’s
dream of a cathedral. Grenville A. J. Cole,
F.R.S., Ireland the Outpost, 1921. Of course,
Grenville Cole was unaware of our Hebrew
heritage and that many of the so called dolmens

were in fact an altar made from unhewn stone to
sacrifice to the living God in accordance to the
Scriptures. This is another reminder of who we
are.

The following is a description of the magnificent
Louth megaliths amongst the many papers col-
lected by the Late Harold Stough. Ed.

The Proleek Dolmen (portal tomb) and its neigh-
bouring wedge tomb may be unique in Ireland
as the only pair of megalithic monuments likely
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to hide a golf ball hit into the rough. They are
situated just off the sixth hole at the Ballymas-
canlon House Hotel golf course. A paved path
leads to the monuments from the hotel’s parking
area, but they can also be reached by a shorter
footpath from outside the hotel grounds.

The outlandish size of the portal tomb’s nearly
40-ton capstone, its top four meters (13 feet) off
the ground, may have been responsible for one
of its traditional names, the “Giant’s Load.”
Writing in 1897, William Borlase noted that:-

“…on entering the field from the river side, it
presents the exact picture of a man in grey,
walking away from you, and stooping beneath
the weight of a bulky sack of the same colour,
which he bears on his shoulders.”

The Proleek Dolmen, dating from c. 3000 BCE,
was used for interments in which the cremated
remains were placed in the tomb, often accom-
panied by grave goods, including implements,
beads and fragments of pottery. Some have
theorized that the tomb may have been aligned
so that its portal points toward Slieve Gullion
and the setting sun of the summer solstice.

In addition to the three natural pillar stones, the
3.8 x 3.2 meter (12.5 x 10.5 feet) capstone now
has additional support provided by an unsightly
bracing of stone and concrete. Just 91 meters
(100 yards) to the SE is a wedge grave with a 6.7
meter (22 feet) gallery. The two monuments are
twinned both in location and in legend.

The translation of the name of the monument is
unclear, with linguists suggesting that it may be
“the Death Stones,” or the “Dinner Stones.”6
These monuments are located on the fabled
Cooley Peninsula, the site of some of the most
spectacular battles of the legendary Cattle Raid
of Cooley, known in Irish as the Táin Bó
Cuailgne, or simply the Táin. A writer in 1908

described the dolmen as “the grave of some
fallen chieftain from a battle in the Tain.” But
local lore contributes a much more specific tale.

The story asserts that the dolmen was deposited
here “by Fionn Mac Cumhaill and Para buidhe
mór Mhac Seoidin,”8 and recounts the battle that
then ensued between the two giants, one an
invader from Scotland, the other the local hero.
This battle resulted in the death of the foreigner,
supposedly interred in the wedge grave. In fact,
a 1758 report describes “several Bones of a
monstrous Size they affirm to have been dug up
here.”

According to the Co. Louth Ordnance Survey
Letters in 1836,

    They say it is the grave of Para buidhe mór
Mhac Seoidin, a Scotch giant, who came to
challenge Fin Mac Coole…Para buidhe mór
asked Fin’s wife where he (Fin) used to eat, Fin,
she told him, when he was hungry would kill one
of those bullocks (pointing to them), roast him
and eat him. Para went and did the same; the spot
on which he killed, roasted, and ate the bullock,
is pointed out yet…When he had eaten he went
to the river which runs near the spot, to satisfy
his thirst; but Fin threw poison into the river, by
which means he dispatched him.

Greatly exaggerated Proleek Dolmen, by
Robert O'Callaghan Newenham, Pictur-
esque Views of the Antiquities of Ireland,

1830.

The other bit of folklore concerning the Proleek
Dolmen, still honored by many of its scores of
visitors each day, says that if you are successful
in tossing three consecutive pebbles up to the top
of the capstone, without any rolling off, you will
get a wish. Another version of the legend states
that whoever manages the feat will be married
within the year.
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The small stones on the top of the Ballymascan-
lon cromlech near Dundalk, locally known a the
“Pulleek Stone,” are thrown by the credulous,
who believe that if one rests there the thrower
will be married before the expiration of the year…

The role of these pebbles in the folklore of this
sepulchral monument may be a remnant of a
ancient practice. In 1888 W. G. Wood-Martin
recorded that such pebbles were often found in
old tombs being excavated. He wrote that it was
common for the workmen doing the digging,
when coming upon such pebbles, to shout out,
“Here are the two stones! — now we will get the
bones.”

The Proleek Dolmen holds a special place for us
among the hundreds of ancient Irish monuments
we’ve visited, as it was the first one we encoun-

tered. In April of 1968, while motorcycling
around the east coast of Ireland during a holiday
from our studies in England, we followed a
signpost which led us to walk up a rough path
through a field, across a stream and into a wood.
It then opened up to a broad meadow, where the
Proleek Dolmen appeared in front of us. It was
still the dismal end of winter in Ireland, cold and
wet. So there was no one else around as we
reached out and touched these stones, forging a
link between ourselves and those who erected
the monument five thousand years earlier. It was
only after our next visit, a decade afterwards,
that we discovered that the broad meadow at the
end of the path was actually the fairway of the
Ballymascanlon House Hotel.

The End OS21656

The Consolation Of Israel
John Trotter - Winmalee, Australia

THE following few verses are provided
to help in understanding this subject:
Isaiah 40:1, 66:5-14 ; Luke 1: 67-80,

2:25-38; Acts 28:20; Romans 15:4; Hebrews
6:11-20.

The word “consolation” will now be defined.
The best synonyms are “comfort or solace”. In

the context of Luke 2:25 it is referring to “the
Lord’s Christ”. In a broader sense it is seen in
the comfort of the Scriptures and promises which
provide hope for the future as expressed in
Romans 15:4. In Acts 26:6 and 28:20 we have
the word “hope” mentioned in the context of
Israel. So this word “consolation” is not just a
reference to Christ but is to be seen in the context
of what Christ has done and is about to do for
Israel.

Throughout the Bible there are many themes, at
time even mysteries, that are hard to understand,
even to the dedicated Bible student. One of these
themes center’s around the Consolation of Israel.
It is difficult to comprehend God’s persistence
with a nation that from the very beginning
complained , sinned in all aspects and even
requested to be taken back to Egypt rather than
die of thirst in the desert ( Exodus 16:3).

The Scripture is not only full of Israel’s
disobedience but on a number of occasions God
was on the verge of destroying His own chosen
Servant (Exodus 32:7-14). On one occasion
God’s Servant and Watchmen were described as
being deaf, blind and dumb as dogs ( Isaiah
42:18-19, 56:10). The question needs to be
asked: Why couldn’t God start afresh? The
answer is read in Hebrews 6:13-14 where it
partly says; “For when God made promise to
Abraham, because He could swear by no greater,
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He swore by Himself”. This portion is quoted
from Genesis 22:15-19.

This covenant was unconditional, so no matter
what Israel did as a nation, this covenant could
not be broken. The spiritualizing of the word
Israel to that of the word church has destroyed
the correct meaning of this Unconditional
Covenant. Herein lies our hope and consolation
, just because God swore by Himself. Whereas
the covenants relate to the nation as a whole the
saving grace of Jesus Christ applies to each of
us as individuals. To understand the Kingdom
message it is still required for each of us to
accept Christ as our personal Saviour and
nationally as our Redeemer. This total message
is not taught in the churches. In light of the above
thoughts, I ask the following question: “If Israel
has become the body of Christ, then how can
Christ marry God at the marriage service , which
is yet to take place?”.

On the other hand the Mosaic Covenant is
conditional and it is here that the confusion
begins. This confusion is seen in the commonly
held views that because Israel had continually
sinned she therefore was destroyed as a nation
and forever scattered amongst the nations. Also
due to race mixing it is the view of most that
Israel can never be seen as a nation again. This
commonly held view only shows that God’s
promise to keep a remnant separate for Himself
has been completely overlooked and
misunderstood. This remnant is to be saved from
the wrath that is yet to descend upon this earth.
Just like Noah and the ark both went through the
destructive flood but God provided special
protection. As Psalm 121:4 says, “Behold, he
that keepeth Israel shall neither slumber nor
sleep”

In Luke 2:25 we read that Simeon was waiting
for the consolation of Israel. Luke 1:67-75
provides a similar desire for the consoling for
Israel. In verse 73 we have the connection back
to the Oath with Abraham. The prophets
continually referred to the consolation of Israel.
Isaiah 66, the very last chapter, expresses this

hope but in a very metaphorical manner. Isaiah
saw Israel’s condition like that of a woman in
pain whilst giving birth.

This is what we are going through due to our
disobedience. Yet God is patient in His election
process of acquiring a remnant who will rule
with Him on the earth during the millennium.
Jerusalem will become a city of peace, but only
after it has been cleansed of the tares who have
tried to take the Kingdom by force. As it says in
Esdras (Apocrypha), “Esau is the end of this age,
but Jacob is the beginning of the one to follow”.
Jerusalem will be cleansed and her milk will be
seen as a delight and a consolation (Isaiah
66:11). There will also be a renewing within
Jacob for his name was also changed from
“supplanter” to “princes ruling with God”.

The hope of consolation is also seen in the
promise of a “new heaven and new earth” and
your seed and name shall remain (Isaiah 66:22).
All this will occur not because of any
righteousness within ourselves, for we are as
filthy rags in comparison to the holiness of God,
but because of God’s Oath with Abraham. What
a mystery!

Romans 15:4 says: “For whatsoever things were
written afore time were written for our learning,
that we through patience and comfort of the
scriptures, might have hope”. The patience of
the saints will be rewarded. For those who have
been elected by God for service in His Kingdom
will be comforted. The New Covenant with both
Houses of Israel, will bring into being an earthly
Kingdom that has been promised from the time
of the Fall in Eden. We must remember at this
point that the “ecclesia” at this time only had the
Old Testament books. They had to rely very
much on the promises that the prophets made
concerning Israel.

The consolation of Israel is very much a part of
the promise by God that He will deal with
Israel’s enemies. The last verse of Isaiah
provides a graphic picture of what God will do
to those who have transgressed. The fourth and
third last verse of Revelation also have a warning
for those who tamper with His word. For God to
give us a “new heaven and new earth” we must
expect a cleansing of all aspects of His creation.
Jesus, when He returns, is not coming back as a
baby, but as a King and High Priest. Mercy will
be given to those who deserve mercy, but to
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those who are to be cast of the Kingdom there
will be little forgiveness.

Before all this occurs the Western Nations are to
experience further pain due to their
disobedience. There has to be more separation
of the tin from the dross (Isaiah 1:25). It is my
view we are going to find ourselves in the same
position as Israel found herself before God with
His mighty wind provided a way through the
waters. With Pharaoh’s army in the rear, only a
miracle could save the day. The future
consolation of Israel will be seen in the story of
Gideon and his 300. The pride of Israel will be
destroyed when one day we will see God saving
Jacob from his troubles (Jeremiah 30:7).

The hope and consolation of Israel is fully
expressed in Hebrews 6:11-20 where we read
that Jesus Christ has become the High Priest after
the Order of Melchisedec. These verses are to be

read within the context of the Unconditional
Covenant with Abraham. The crowning moment
is that the Old Covenant is replaced by the New
Covenant which is with the 2 Houses of Israel
and no other people. Again the mystery revolves
around the mystery of Israel being God’s wife
(Isaiah 54:5, Jeremiah 3:14).

This husband/wife relationship is absolutely
necessary in the consolation of Israel. It is not
just a personal relationship with Christ but is a
national issue. Not only will we be saved from
our enemies, but God will show mercy as
promised to our Fathers and finally the Oath that
was sworn to Abraham will be finalised. As for
Christ He will be a light to the Nations and a
Glory to thy people Israel. Like Simeon, we wait
for the promised consolation of Israel. May that
day come quickly.

The End OS21657

We Are Israel
From Bernard Franklin

(Editor of The Flame Magazine - See Advert Page 38)

WE will have our own characteristics
or traits. We will be separated from
other nations, or races of people. We

will be Yahweh's exclusive property. We will be
of a very select circle. We will belong to Yahweh
and no others. We will be of superior quality,
superb, majestic and splendid. We will be giving
out or reflecting brilliant light. We will have the
preeminence.

Yahweh has made an oath, a promise to you of
this, which you have just read, if you keep His
commandments and to walk in His ways.

Deut. 28:10; All the people, all the other races
of people of the earth shall see that you are
called, that you are designated and affirmed, to

declare positively, to have the name of Yahweh
and all of the other races shall be afraid of you.

What is the name of Yahweh? Israel. Remember,
Yahweh changed the name of Jacob to Israel.
So, the White race are called, Israelites.

Now, you have been lied. to, deceived, mislead
and tricked into believing that the Jews are
Yahweh's chosen people. NOT SO!!! Here's
proof.

In the 1980 Jewish Almanac, first chapter
entitled "Identity Crisis," begins with the
following admission: "Strictly speaking, it is
incorrect to call an ancient Israelite a 'Jew' or to
call a contemporary Jew an 'Israelite' or a
'Hebrew.'

You might be wondering, why? Well, simply
because the people or race known as 'Jews' are
not the chosen people or race of Yahweh as we
have been led to believe. The modern Jews as
they trace their lineage back thru' the Khazar
kingdom, are the people or race identified in The
Encyclopaedia Judaica as the Edomites. So,
rather than being Jacob/Israel's descendants, they
are Esau/Edom's descendants.
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What you are about to read came out of a book
entitled, "The Hidden Tyranny." It contains an
interview with Harold Rosenthal, a Jew. He was
interviewed by Walter White.

Mr. White asks the question to Rosenthal. Are
you God's chosen people? Rosenthal replies.
"We are god's chosen people. Most Jews do not
like to admit it, but our god is Lucifer, so I wasn't
lying and we are his chosen people. Lucifer is
very much alive.

Now to back this statement up with
Scriptures

John 8:39..The Jews said to Yahshua. Abraham
is our father. Yahshua said to the Jews. If you
were Abraham's children, you would do the
works of Abraham.

John 8:44..Yahshua tells the Jews. You are of
your father the devil and the lusts or the desires
of your father you will do. The devil was a
murderer from the beginning and abode or lived
not in the truth, because there is no truth in him.
When he speaks a lie, he speaks of his own, for
he is a liar and the father of lies.

Now for more proof of the Jews being a child of
the devil. Murderer.

This is from a speech by Rabbi Rabinovich in
1952 in Budapest, Hungary. This is the master
plan that is outlined in the "Protocols Of The
Elders Of Zion".

"We may have to repeat the grim days of WW
II, when we were forced to let the Hilterite
bandits sacrifice some of our people, in order
that we may have adequate documentation and
witnesses to legally justify our trial and
execution of the leaders of America and Russia
as war criminals, after we have dictated the
peace. I am sure that you will need. little
preparation for such a duty, for sacrifice has
always been the watchword of our people and
the death of a few thousand Jews in exchange
for world leadership is indeed a small price to
pay.

Did you read that? A few thousand Jews were
sacrificed, not 6,000,000 as we have been led to
believe.

Now about Hilter. His parents were Jews and
Hilter converted to Catholicism. The Swastika
is the Catholic Jesuit Nazi emblem. Nazism was
a political party and not all Germans were Nazis
just the same as all Americans are not Democrats.

Hilter attended school at his Catholic monastery
under the director Catholic Bernhard Groner.
Hilter admired and later used the Swastika for
his Catholic Nazi Party and the SS.  Do you
know that the White race are the Jews most hated
enemy?

Back to the speech by Rabbi Rabinovich

"I can state with
assurance that the
last generation of.
White children are
now being born.
Our Control
Commissions will
forbid the Whites
to mate with
Whites. The
White women
must cohabit with
members of the
dark races, the
White men with
dark women. Thus

the White race will disappear, for mixing the
dark with the White, means the end of the White
man and our most dangerous enemy will become
only a memory."

With all of this documentation, you see that the
Jews belong to Satan and the White race belong
to Yahweh.

So, why are Pat Robertson, Benny Hinn, Jack
Van Impe, Jerry Falwell and other Christians
well known trying to put Israelites together with
your most hated enemy, the Jews? Money and
prestige and the recognition of power.

Here, is more startling facts concerning Jews
against Israelites. Remember, Yahshua told the
Jews that their father was a liar, so they will lie
also.

This is what the Jew, Rosenthal said. "On the
first and fundamental lie, the purpose of which
is to make people believe that we are not a
nation, or race, but a religion, other lies are
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subsequently based. Our greatest fear is that this
falsehood will be discovered, for we will be
stamped out the moment the general public
comes into possession of the truth and acts upon
it."

The American people have been easily ruled
thru' our propaganda that the pen is mightier than
the sword. We virtually get away with murder.
We are safe to continually exploit, intimidate and
disenfranchise the White American. Which
means this. The Jews work to deprive the White
Americans of privileges or rights. The Jews will
do this as long as the White Americans are
preoccupied with the illusion of educating the
masses thru' printed material."

Religion, too, must be taught and thru' this
necessity we have laboured. With our control of
the text book, industry and the news media, we
have been able to hold ourselves up as the
authorities on religion. Many of our rabbis now
hold professorships in supposed Christian
theological seminaries. We are amazed by the
Christians' stupidity in receiving our teachings
as their own."

This is one of the main reasons for the power
and the control Jews have attained over White
nations, the adopting of Jewish ways. As Henry
Ford stated, "The Christian cannot read his
Bible, except thru' Jewish spectacles and
therefore reads it wrong." (The International
Jew, Vol. IV, p. 238). As a result, Christians
don't have Yahweh's word on a certain matter,
they have the Jew's word.

"Judaism is not only the teachings of the
synagogue, but also the doctrine of every Chris-
tian Church in America. Thru' our propaganda
the Church has become our most avid supporter.
This has even given us a place in society, their
believing a lie that we are the 'chosen people' and
they, gentiles."

These deluded children of. the Church defend us
to the point of destroying their own culture. This
truth is evident even to the dullard, or stupid
person, when one views history and sees that all
wars have been white fighting white in order that
we maintain our control. We controlled England
during the Revolutionary War, the North during
the Civil War, and England and America during
WW 1 and II. Thru' our influence of religion we
are able to involve the ignorant White Christian
in war against themselves which always
impoverished both sides while we reaped a
financial and political harvest. Anytime truth
comes forth which exposes us, we simply rally
our forces, the ignorant Christians. They attack
the crusaders even if they are members of their
own family."

"Thru' religion we have gained complete control
of society, government and economics. No law
is ever passed except its merits have previously
been taught from the pulpits. An example of this
race equality which led to intergration and
ultimately to mongrelization. The gullible clergy
in one breath instruct their parishioners that-we
are a special, chosen people, while in another
breath proclaim all races are the same. Their
inconsistency is never discovered. So we Jews
enjoy a special place in society while all other
races are reduced to common equality. It is for
this reason that we authored the equality hoax,
thereby reducing all to a lower level."

Well I have given to you enough of documented
facts to prove to you who the Jews are and who
the 'White Christians, Israelites are. Now back
to Deut. 28.

Deut. 28:11..Yahweh shall make you plenteous
or rich in goods, in the fruit of your body and in
the fruit of your cattle and in the fruit of your
ground, in the land which Yahweh sware, or
promised to your fathers to give you.

Yahweh shall make you to be sufficient for every
purpose. You will have an abundant supply of
provisions. You will have tremendous benefits,
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advantages, gain, blessing, virtue, prosperity,
profits and welfare. You will be blessed with
good health. The cattle that you have will
increase in number. The crops that you plant will
yield abundantly over and above all that you can
use. Actually, it will overflow so you can give
to others that are in need and in turn it will make
them happy.

Deut. 28:12; Yahweh shall open to you his good
treasure, the heaven to give the rain to your land
in its season and to bless all the work of your
hands and you shall lend to other nations, or to
other races and you shall not borrow.

Why are you told in Yahweh's word not to
borrow? Proverbs 22:7. The borrower is servant,
or will be the slave to the lender.

Yahweh promised if we obeyed His law, He
would bring incredible blessings upon us and the
unlawful inhabitants of the land would become
very few in number. Ex. 34:10,11; Deut. 33:17;
Isa, 1:28. This occurred as we obeyed Yahweh's
laws in the early days of America, but, as we
have turned from Yahweh's ways, the unlawful
inhabitants have multiplied like rabbits and
mutated like some out of control cancer. Yahweh
also declared that if we forsook His law,
tremendous curses would befall us, our enemies
who live among us would become the head and
we would become the tail. Most every terrible
thing which is happening to us here in America,
is a result of our sin and is predicted in Scripture.
Lev. 26; Deut. 28.

Further, America, the Kingdom of Heaven, does
suffer violence by all those third-world peoples
who are entering her by force and demanding to
live here, be supported by and be given equal
status with true Americans. America shall soon
collapse under the burden of these people as we
have forsaken Yahweh's ways, made treaties
with them and allowed them to bring their pagan
gods and evil ways with them into our land.
Matt. 11:12; John 10;1; Rev. 18:2,3.

As in all Bible history, Yahweh will once again
use our very enemies to chasten us to repentance
until we turn back to Yahweh and His laws
.
When America was formed, the Articles of the
Confederation were ratified in 1781 declaring
that this new land was formed to glorify Yahweh

and to advance the Kingdom of Yahshua, The
Christ.

One of the foremost symbols of the U.S., the
Liberty Bell, bears the inscription, "Proclaim
Liberty thru' out the Land." Lev. 25:10.

The Pilgrims who came to America referred to
this new land as The Wilderness and New
Canaan-land and they referred to themselves as
the children of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob/Israel.
When the early colonists arrived here in
America, they first built a church in the
community, before they built their own houses.
The 10 Commandments and the Laws of the
Bible were the first and only law of the early
colonies and all laws which were later created
were based upon the Bible. In the early U.S. (up
until recent times) in order to hold public office,
a man had to be a Christian who professed Jesus
Christ and whose life was blameless. This
foundation upon the. Word of Yahweh was the
cause of America's greatness and has so been
noted by many famous people. It is the departure
from Yahweh's Laws which is the cause of
America's decline and demoralization. If one
reads the Constitution with understanding, it is
beyond dispute that the Constitution does not
extend the freedom of religion to any but
Christianity.

CLAIM YOUR INHERITANCE

Please don't be like Esau, who despised his
birthright and inheritance, only to regret it later
and find no place of repentance, who, further,
became the very enemy of Yahweh and His
people.

Don't reject the truth just because it is not held
by the majority. the majority cannot Overrule
Yahweh, rather, they will one day answer for
their offences against Yahweh and His people.
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There is no safety in the opinion of the majority.
There is only safety in complete obedience to
Yahweh Almighty. He who dwells in the secret
place of the Most High, shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty (and nothing shall harm
him) Because thou hast made Yahweh, thy
habitation there shall no evil befall you. Psa. 91.

The great thinker, political leader and writer
Thomas Paine rejected the Bible as a fable,
because he seriously studied the Bible, but saw
that none of the prophecies of the Bible were
ever fulfilled by the Jews. The sad thing is that
he was in spiritual blindness, as most people are
today. It is a shame when people refuse to
forsake falsehood and embrace the truth once it
is clearly presented to them. Paine did not see
the whole of Scripture and prophecy which
shows that Israel would have a new name and a
new land. He did not see that he was one of the
very people of Israel in whom all the great
prophecies he had studied were actually fulfilled
and how many people have been turned away
from the Bible and Yahshua, The Christ, because
they - believed the lies they had been told. the

majority of the people today have never studied
the matter for themselves.

They merely take at face value what others have
told them without making any attempt to verify
if what they have been told was indeed the truth.
Intelligent people today check most everything
out before they will believe something that is
important to their lives or concerning the lives
of others. Who ever checks to see if what they
have been taught in school or church is actually
true or correct. We need to do what the
Christians in Berea did. Acts 17:11. Paul and
Silas was preaching and these people were more
highly intelligent than those of Thessalonica.
Why? They received the word with readiness of
mind and they searched the Scriptures daily,
whether these things be so. The people in
Thessalonica did not search the Scriptures daily
to see what they were being taught was really
true. So goes the church of today. They are too
lazy to study the Scriptures for themselves, so
they go deeper and deeper into deception and
error.

The End OS21658

Letters & Views

Lincoln Mosque Demonstration Jan 2014

Sir,–For those interested there are some photos
from the demonstration in Lincoln on Saturday
on our website www.lincolnshireblog.com in
which around 200 patriots took part. Thanks to
all those who came (some from afar) and from
all different organisations to gather in unity
against the anti-british establishment who are
promoting mosque building here.

We have been battling this ongoing saga in
Lincoln for about 8 years now and whilst this has
not been built yet, as it stands the Islamic
Association have planning permission for their

purpose built mosque. This is on the site of a
former dairy (with the latter being deliberately
closed down due to importing milk etc). There
is also a planning application in for a similar
mosque in Grantham. Both have been aided and
abetted by anti-British communist councillors,
unions and councils, not to mention the complete
and utter gutter press.

It was particularly pleasing to hear the speakers
talking about our English history, the cathedral
and reference being made to the 1215 Magna
Carta (copy in Lincoln) and the Freemen of
England. This, as was mentioned, is still current
law because the treaty can never be repealed by
crooked politicians, it can only be done by the
people, so if anyone tells you that it has been
repealed, tell them where to go. I am sure we are
going to have to fight once again to restore that
freedom. The great Thomas Jefferson foresaw
this when he helped with the American
constitution and their right to bear arms to
protect the people from tyrants.

After leaving the demonstration some of us
drove by Boultham only to find a lovely old
English pub (formerly the Parklands) had been

http://www.lincolnshireblog.com
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completely knocked down, even after a recent
refurbishment, no doubt to make way for more
houses - perhaps for new arrivals. The whole
area that was once a close knit English parish is
changing fast due to Communist Transformation
which is all deliberate. The High Street that only
10-15 years ago had lovely English cafes is now
about 90% foreign and is beginning to resemble
the entrance to the ghetto that used to be known
as Leicester! If you drive from Lincoln into
Leicester you will know what I mean.

I will mention the Police State again as prior to
the march we were in a good old English pub
having a couple of English pints, with an
atmosphere like every pub had years ago.
Obviously the riot vans, undercover cars etc
were all over the place, including
Nottinghamshire Police just outside the pub. In
walked what can only be described as 4 storm-
troopers in full body armour to see what we were
doing - this is totalitarian Britain today. I am
more worried about these than anything else
(following orders.....). A friend was nearly
arrested by 6 storm-troopers for failing to answer
their questions and reveal his papers (stasi?
gestapo?) who stood up for your rights even
under threat of arrest - need a 10,000 more like
that. The Police pulled 2 car loads over and
detained them (including some event speakers)
and if it hadn’t been for us arguing on the phone
they would not have been allowed even into
Lincoln! Roadblocks and curfews will be next
I’m sure. Whilst I do not normally look at the
communist press, please take time to look at this
link http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Lincoln-
Rac i sm-Fasc i sm-Ral ly -8220-Linco ln -
fascist/story-20463393-detail/story.html and see
what we are up against. Nick Parker (not sure
what sex the thing is - see image attached with
his 5 star pentacle tattoo) is a member of the
Socialist Worker Party, his father Rob Parker
(lab), John Sharman (Unison) & Gavyn Graham

(Unison) are all communists and Lincolnshire
Echo are engaged with the subversive and
communist charity Common Purpose (as are the
Police who work in partnership with the
communist councils). Note: The county council
used to host Common Purpose meetings where
the old tosspot Bishop of Lincoln used to chair
them. They are all in this like a spiders web.

I would like to end with 2 enriching examples
for you from patriots I spoke to, the first was a
couple from Nottingham who had to move out
of the area due to the mass influx of Asians and
mosques, just as Enoch Powell wrote in 1968.
They came to Lincoln to support us because they
have seen what happens when the area really
starts changing (take note do-gooders). Whilst
telling a Boston patriot that Portland Street is
now known as little Poland he said let me show
you some Anglo/polish relations - he then rolled
his trouser up to show a massive scar/bruising
to his shin. He said he was jumped by 2 polish
thugs in an alley trying to steal his wallet and
when he was on the floor they stamped on his
leg to try and break it. The Police didn’t want
him to make a statement - no doubt because
crime is going down. Obviously this is racist and
all lies.

The good news is more demonstrations are
planned soon all over the UK and people from
Lincoln will go and support other areas. I suggest
you all start teaming up and come to them too.
No matter what group you belong to, if you are
a patriot you will be welcome. UNITY!
Regards Mike

PS: 1 million "British" school children have now
had their biometric finger prints taken, with up
to half without parental knowledge

***************

 A Letter to, Sir Bernard Hogan-Howe
Commissioner of Police

New Scotland Yard

Ref Dispensations for penalties for IRA
crimes.

Sir,—–I would draw your attention to the ruling
in Thomas Vs. Sorrel 1674 on the dispensing
power of the King to dispense with a penalty for
a crime, given by Chief Justice  Vaughn of the
Common Pleas.

http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Lincoln-Racism-Fascism-Rally-8220-Lincoln-fascist/story-20463393-detail/story.html
http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Lincoln-Racism-Fascism-Rally-8220-Lincoln-fascist/story-20463393-detail/story.html
http://www.lincolnshireecho.co.uk/Lincoln-Racism-Fascism-Rally-8220-Lincoln-fascist/story-20463393-detail/story.html
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"The King cannot grant a dispensation from a
penalty for a Common Law offence. He can
grant a dispensation for a statute offence, but he
cannot grant a dispensation for all statute of-
fences he may grant a dispensation if he is the
only victim of the offence. But if a third party is
effected the King may not grant a dispensation
for that would remove the victims right to sue
for compensation."

Murder is an offence at common law, and trea-
son by making war on Her Majesty's subjects
within the realm by its very definition involves
third party victims.

The Bill of Rights 1689 which incorporates the
1689 Declaration of Rights a major Constitu-
tional Law so major in fact it laid down the
inheritance of the Crown,  outlaws for all time
the granting of dispensations for penalties for
crimes.

The granting by Anthony Lynton Blair one time
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of an
immunity from prosecuting members of the
Irish Republican Army is a dispensation contra-
ry to the ruling of Chief Justice Vaughn and is
contrary to the 1689 Bill of Rights.

I wish to submit an allegation of perverting the
course of justice and aiding and abetting Her
Majesty's enemy's within the Realm. By issuing
letters stating the members of the IRA who had
committed murder and other atrocities would
not be prosecuted Anthony Lynton Blair has
exceeded his authority to claim powers under
the law which the very law itself refuses to Her
Majesty the supreme governor of England.

Anthony Lynton Blair one time Prime Minister
of the United Kingdom by assuming an author-
ity refused him by law has perverted the course

of justice at common law and aided and abetted
those who have made war on Her Majesty's
subjects within the realm he has by so doing
encouraged acts of terrorism and for those
members of the IRA who are British Nationals
acts of treason contrary to the 1351 Treason Act.
Respectfully submitted, - Albert Burgess

Parking Tickets

Sir,—My younger half-brother joined the
Metropolitan police about 1960. He told me that
responsibility for parking had been taken from
the police and given to a new force of parking
attendants. He agreed with this policy, but I was
not so sure, especially when I learned that the
parking attendants received the same wage as a
police constable on duty at all times and
occasions in risk of their lives as my brother once
was.

A pop song appeared: "Pretty Rita Meter
Maid", which I thought would cut no ice with
any driver.

25 years ago I was living in Tower Hamlets and
had nothing to do with parking tickets – I have
a bicycle the fastest road transport in London.
Visiting friends in Nottinghill I did the 10.7 mile
journey door-to-door in 42 – 43 minutes that is
three minutes faster than the tube. I was passing
mile after mile of traffic no vehicle ever caught
up with me.

Bearing in mind that China is now the largest
industrial country in the world, I was amused to
see recently a photograph in the press of the
traffic on a major road in Peking, no cars! So all
units of personnel there will arrive at their
destination quicker than those in London,
preventing "global warming" by pollution. In
London the traffic flows slower than in the days
of horse and carriage. Perhaps "on yer bike"
should be this strategic traffic policy in London.

I first became aware of the parking ticket
problem when I had my telephone landline
connected. When the engineer called his first
words was a question about parking tickets.
"You need not be worried about parking
Gestapo, I've seen none here in the East End,
outraged East Enders would beat them up"! (The
authorities appear to treat heart genuine East
Enders with kid gloves.)
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When we had a proper postal service, all first-
class, had seven deliveries daily, Notting Hill
only six as displayed by the obsolete notice on
the post-boxes. Shortly before I moved from the
East End, for strange reasons, I saw several times
the solitary female Gestapo units of personnel.
They are trying it on as they know that genuine
East Enders are gentlemen (nothing like that
stupid TV soap) and will not assault a woman.

While the engineer was working he was telling
me the problem that BT have with the parking
Gestapo. BT officers have filmed the Gestapo
actually targeting their vehicles for they know
they will be paid. And the situation in
Westminster was so bad that BT approached the
council offering to pay a lump sum each year
and avoid a great deal of admin work. The
council demanded £6 million so the project was
dropped. My landline was fitted about eight
years ago.

Sometime later my eldest son telephoned me
great excitement. He had just found the People's
United Community on the Internet. And had
discovered what a parking ticket is in law. It is
only a contract being offered and should not be
accepted for there is no benefit to the driver. This
puts a question over the whole legal profession.
They do not speak English English, but legalese
a dialect of swindlers, to baffle the layman as
shown in their legal dictionaries. Thus they can
all see what a parking ticket is, but how many
tell their clients? They appeared to be in
collusion (as a body) with the politicians and are
tricksters too.

My son phoned me weekly and on the next
occasion he told me that he had 12 parking
tickets, "that's a nice collection son," I said, "no
dad there is a man on the Internet with 153!"

Next week he told me that the local con party
chairperson had told him to pay his parking
tickets. He refused. How did this con party
chairman know? It is obvious that we are being
watched and I got the announcements that the
next week – my lad has been thrown out of the
con party for not accepting offered contracts!

Your readers Sir, have to be warned that if they
are members of any political party and stop
paying parking tickets they may be expelled.
This applies to all parties including the BNP also,
as I have evidence that they are penetrated by

MI5 agents, who get chairperson post right at the
top, the enemy is very sly.

With this knowledge of parking tickets I decided
to write to the boss of BT, Mr Livingstone so
that he could save this organisation considerable
payments and admin costs. I heard no more.

Livingstone then, is one of them working as an
unpaid council tax collector, causing
considerable distress to the staff and certainly
making no effort to keep down the cost of
telephone calls. Very un-British, but it's nice to
identify enemy units of personnel!

I also decided to "pass the message” and make
a little notice of "important email addresses"
with the web addresses of The People's United
Community and others. My photocopy artists,
Ian Taylor, Commercial Road, reproduced on 12
sheets of A4, so I had several hundred slips to
give to interested people.

This will prove Westminster an undisciplined
and blighted city there is one unit of Gestapo
personnel of every 50 m of road, so the parking
tickets fall like confetti on the window screens
of cars. I consider this an excellent opportunity
to start the Lawful Rebellion! (Regarding
parking tickets) --in the capital city and
accordingly designed a leaflet for my photocopy
artists to print. These were put under the parking
tickets taking care that the Gestapo did not see
me.

Dear Sir or Madam,

In law a parking ticket is only a contract being
affected and should not be accepted, for there is
no benefit to you whatsoever. And the parking
authorities cannot take you to court to make you
pay. For further information contact People's
United Community. They also have other money
solving programs which have already saved me
over £1000 so far. Yours sincerely, AM
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I thought of getting more printed. Unfortunately,
this did not come into being. I was being
persecuted in London. Papers, books and other
property were being stolen with no sign of entry.
Unlike the normal criminal classes, letters to my
eldest son did not arrive and strange things
happen to my telephone. I could only conclude
it was MI5, as only they can steal mail at the post
office. I twice wrote the Prime Minister but got
no reply. The final episode was an assault which
broke 2 or three of my ribs when I returned to
my flat at 10:15 PM on the first Tuesday of July
2011, so I left London and now resides up North.

I have been quite quiet since then, until I saw an
item published in the Daily Mail of a barbershop
in Liskeard owned by a Mr. Andy Blackwell
where the Gestapo had been targeting all his
customers. I therefore wrote to Mr Blackwell
with the facts. His reply was splendid. He is an
old seafarer like myself and ended his letter
"here endeth my rant Ha ha ha." This made me
realise that my chronicles are a rant too - outrage
that the wicked world.

Andy has paid me a high honour, he has
laminated my letter to show to all his customers.
This is better than any honour that a politician
can bestow. Your truly, An Ancient Mariner.

**************
The Circle

STEP 1: Sometime in remote antiquity,
somewhere in the Middle East, someone devised
a method for dealing with circles: He said there
are 360 degrees, 21,600 minutes, 1,296,000
seconds in a circle. This rule is true regardless
of the size of the circle: one inch diameter or a
million miles. As such it has no mathematical
dimension.

STEP 2: Expressed mathematically, and true for
all circles, the Circumference is equal to 2 Pi
times the Radius, C = 2 Pi R, or, exchanging
symbols, R = C/2 Pi. If we divide this last
number, 1,296,000, by 2 Pi, 6.28318531 . . ., we

get a statement about the property of  the
radius  of the circle: The radius  in length is
206,264.806 . . . Units.

STEP 3:  The number  206,265 is used by
astronomers to estimate celestial objects that are
at great distances. For example One Parsec is
equal to 206,265 AU, where AU is the distance
from the sun to the earth. However, our interest
is terrestrial, not celestial. We can take the
number of units in the radius  of a circle and
massage it into a form that is much easier to
manipulate. We do this by reducing the size of
the number.  We can divide this number by
10,000. The number 10,000 would not occur
naturally, by itself. It is a number devised by
intelligent mind.

STEP 4:The fact that 10,000 is so neatly suited
to our goal makes it outstanding as an intelligent
step in our process. We get 20.626,480+ units.
This number is purely intellectual. It has no basis
in the literal world. It is defined mathematically.
We should remember that this number is defined
as a distance along the radius of the circle which
constitutes our intellectual framework. I shall
now show why this is such a startling number.

STEP 5: 20.626+  is the  length of a Royal
Egyptian Cubit in English inches, now accepted
in the scholarly world. Within our ability to
measure, the two numbers are identical, one an
intellectual creation from long in the past, the
other a measured length. How could this be?
Such a coincidence can come about only if some
created intellect put his finger into the mix many
millennia ago. In other words, some superior
intelligence in remote antiquity caused it to
appear in this identity. It did not come about
accidentally, strictly of its own ability. He
defined the Egyptian royal cubit to be equal to
this special length.

Note that this equality is recognizable only when
defined by the English inch. (We also defined the
radius of the earth by English inches. See Table
at the bottom of this Paper.)

Editor: This a foretaste of a future article that
will appear in a future edition of the New Ensign.

The End OS21662
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GO to this
very Jewish
w e b s i t e

http://www.avotayn
u.com/
and go to the bottom
of the page and you
can search for family
surnames: ENTER
ROCKEFELLER
and SEE: They are to

be found under THREE database categories of
Jewish Ancestry Research – J – K- & T

ROCKEFELLER can be found in these
databases of JEWISH FAMILY NAMES:

J. Jewish Gen Family Finder (97,391
surnames). Surnames being researched by some
60,000 Jewish genealogists worldwide. An on-
going project–continuously updated. Online
database
K. Family Tree of the Jewish People (184,237
surnames). 2,000,000 persons who appear on
family trees being researched by Jewish
genealogists. An on-going project–continuously
updated. Online database
T. First American Jewish Families (4,758
surnames). 50,000 descendants of Jewish-
American families who arrived in America in
the period 1654-1838. (Out of print) Book
Some say the real name of the Rockefellers was
originally Rockenfelder – and there appears to
have been a village of Rockenfeld
Rockefeller Name Meaning and History: From
http://www.ancestry.com/facts/rockefeller-
family-history.ashx German: habitational name
for someone from the village of Rockenfeld near
Neuwied, Rhineland, named in Middle High
German with rocke ‘rye’ (Old High German
rocko) + feld ‘open country’. [Should really be
'Offenfelder' to mean directly 'open fields' - or
'Offenlands' to mean directly 'open lands or
country' ?]
BUT try entering REICHENFELDER WHICH
in German translates into RICH FIELDS as in
“RICH OIL FIELDS” perhaps???;-D

Reichenfelder/Reichenfeld is still found quite
abundantly on Avotaynu as a Jewish surname(s)
under these surname databases: G-J-K-N-U-W.
If it had been originally Reichenfeller that would
translate roughly into “RICH FELLER” which
is very closely sounding like “RICH
FELLOW”~!!! And the Rockefellers are
certainly rich fellows~!!!
http://www.fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/histo
ry/zionism/news.php?q=1230428291
A book overlooked by most people and
published for sale mainly within the Jewish
community states that the Rockefellers are
Jews of Sephardic descent (meaning Spanish
and Portuguese Jews). The book is entitled
“The Grandees – America’s Sephardic Elite.”
The author is Stephen Birmingham, who is
recognized by the Jewish community as an
expert on Jewish history.
http://books.google.com/books?id=q2lCAAAA
IAAJ&dq=The+Grandees&q=Rockefeller&pg
is=1
The publisher of “The Grandees” is the Jewish
owned publishing firm of “Harper and Row” of
New York City. Mr. Birmingham also wrote the
book “Our Crowd” about the family background
of America’s wealthiest and most successful
Jews. Both books have been hailed by Jewish
publications as first class works in the
documentation of Jewish history.
In “The Grandees” Stephen Birmingham
reveals the existence of a very rare book which
was published only for Jews some years ago.
The work was compiled by the Jewish historian
Malcolm H. Stern and entitled “Americans of
Jewish Decent.” That book weighed 10 pounds
and gave the history of 25,000 Jewish
individuals in America. It is extremely
interesting to note that only 550 copies of the
book were printed and each copy was
consecutively numbered. The book was
delivered to the top Jewish community leaders
in America for their personal reference files in
dealing with and contacting Jews who are
“Marranos” (those Jews who “Pretend” to be
Christians in their community but secretly hold
to their Jewish faith and race when among their
own kind).

The Rockefeller Family Secret!
By Russell Harold Kelley
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Mr. Birmingham in “The Grandees” reports:
“Who would expect to find the Rockefellers in
the book.” Stern’s work traces what he calls the
“Nobility of Jewry – the Sephardim who lived
in Spain and Portugal as princes of the land.”
Many centuries ago the Jews flooded into Spain
in great numbers and through usury and stealth
became vast land owners. The Jews controlled
both Spain and Portugal through their monopoly
over the finances of the country.
It was in 1492 that King Ferdinand and Queen
Isabella of Spain expelled the Jews from their
country and confiscated their ill-gotten wealth.
It was during this period that the Rockefeller
family moved to the Turkish Empire which
welcomed the Jews at that time, believing them
to be a “poor persecuted people.”

The grandfather of our
former Vice-President
Nelson Rockefeller,
admitted that his family
once moved from
Turkey to France. It
was from France that
they moved to America.
John D. Rockefeller,
Sr., was a wealthy man
even before he took
over Standard Oil Co.,
which made their

family one of the richest in the world. No one
has ever explained how this family came into
such wealth as soon as they arrived in America
from France.
There is no known information on how the
Rockefellers came into huge amounts of money
in France. Some think they got their money from
the Rothschilds and were originally their agents
in buying up Christian businesses in America.
“Marranos” are Jews who “Pretend” to convert
to Christianity so as to deceive Christians in their
business dealings, but secretly continued to
practice Judaism in private rituals. For this
reason, a Marrano family like the Rockefellers
would make the perfect tool for the Rothschilds
of France who have for centuries used secret
agents to carry on their work.
“The Thunderbolt” was the first publication
to bring Vice-President Nelson Rockefeller’s
Jewish ancestry to public attention. This
information finally explains why he has always
been able to work so closely with Jewish

interests and why his administration as governor
of New York was loaded down with Jews from
top to bottom. His political campaigns of the past
were always directed by Jews and he was always
the support of the Jewish community in all of his
political races.
Normally the Jews would not support a Christian
multi-millionaire for political office because
they would be afraid they could not control him
after the election. The fact that Jewish
community leaders have long known that the
Rockefellers were fellow Jews goes a long way
in explaining why the organized Jewish
community has always supported the
Rockefeller’s political ambitions. Now we can
see why Nelson and David Rockefeller boosted
his fellow Jew Henry Kissinger into the Nixon
administration and Kissinger in turn has used his
position to bring his fellow Jew Rockefeller into
power.
The Rockefellers also married into relatives of
the Rothschilds, a Gantz.
The Rockefellers are in fact, Jewish, they head
up world wide Sephardic, Jewry. They are
deep crypto Jews. One only need look at the
photos of the Rockerfeller Clan to see they are
Sephardic Jews and hang out with Sephardic
Jews, guys like Nick Rockefeller, Neva
Goodwin Rockefeller, Jay Rockefeller, etc. Bill
Clinton is the illegitimate son of Winthrop
Rockefeller and the Bush family real name is
possibly Scherf – (Scherf could still be a Jewish
name under the search as found on Avotaynu
Scherf is found: Scherf under these surname
databases: A-B-G-H-J-K-N-P).
However Bush is a frequently used Jewish name
found in the earliest records of America
Search BUSH   on http://www.avotaynu.com/
and you will see they are found in these MANY
Jewish family surname databases: A-B-C-D-E-
J-K-O-Q-R-T-G-P .
Remember T is the
(T.) First American Jewish Families (4,758
surnames). 50,000 descendants of Jewish-
American families who arrived in America in
the period 1654-1838. (Out of print) Book],
(continuing)..they are German Jews, and former
Nazis. Prescott Bush and adopted into the bush
family and given a phoney identity, along with
his sons.
The Bushes as Jewish and Foreign born
presidents go is nothing unusual at all (like
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Obama possibly born in Kenya? But Obama is
also quite Jewish).
SEE  Obama’s Jewish Grandfather by Henry
Makow, Ph.D. (Makow is Jewish)
http://www.savethemales.ca/is_obama_literally
_americas_fi.html Though Obama’s maternal
side being Jewish is pretty well settled among
those who know these ‘Jewish’ things (his real
father may still be in question – SEE:
http://www.fireflyfans.net/mthread.asp?b=18&t
=40344
(Obama’s maternal Jewish grandfather)
Stanley Dunham’s mother Ruth ( a common
Jewish name) Lucille Armour committed suicide
when Stanley was eight-years-old. His father
abandoned him and his brother to their
grandparents. What would cause a mother of two
boys to commit suicide?
Obama’s mother, “Stanley Anne”, became a
Communist and fought the “Establishment”
not realising the Communists ARE the
Establishment. She allowed a Communist
degenerate Frank Davis to take pornographic
pictures of her, which are on the Internet.
(Google Images) Davis boasted of bedding white
women and some believe Davis is Obama’s real
father. Certainly Barack Obama Sr. didn’t waste
any time abandoning mother and son. )
SEE: Is The Commie Frank Marshall Davis
Obama’s Daddy??
http://www.sodahead.com/living/is-the-commie-
frank-marshall-davis-obamas-daddy/blog-
274149/ Is it possible that all that our supposedly
‘illegally’ sitting POTUS is really hiding is that
his daddy was a really Commie SOB?
Undoing the Kenyan possibility is the high
likelihood that the “marriage” between Barack
Sr. and Ann Dunham was a sham. Frank
Marshall Davis having taken pornographic
pictures of Obama’s mother lends credence to
the very real possibility that he bedded and
impregnated her with our present POTUS.
Maybe the shame is more in the Communist
background than in the out of wedlock
origination which would of course make Obama
‘legitimately’ an illegitimate child  i.e. a bastard!
(Are there any real doubts? That he’s a real
bastard I mean ;-D)
When Barack Sr. left Hawaii a year after
Obama’s birth, Ann’s father Stanley was there
to see him off with smiles. He would always
speak well of the black man who knocked up his

daughter and then abandoned wife and child —
mighty unusual behaviour from a father-in-law.
* There was a marriage license from another
county, Maui — a classic way to avoid local
notification — and a divorce, but if there was a
wedding, then no one attended it. There was no
ring, no photos, no leis. (But somebody surely
must have ‘laid’ Obama’s mom!;-D)

Ann Dunham (left)
met Barack Sr. in
Russian class. (In
1960, people like Lee
Harvey Oswald took
Russian classes.) The
possibility that the
Dunhams recruited
Barack Sr. to front for
a less savory
impregnation of Ann

by a black man makes more sense than the fabled
romance. Obama looks nothing like Barack Sr.
* No, there is absolutely no reason to believe that
the father was Malcolm X.
(But Obama sure looks like Frank Marshall
Davis!)
SEE: President Frank Marshall Davis
Obama!! http://www.reformation.org/frank-
marshall-davis-obama.html
And more reasons for Obama to be embarrassed
over his real father being Frank Davis and
coming to light:
http://www.nationalenquirer.com/obama_sex_
perv_scandal/celebrity/65575

On a side note: Obama’s mom had
something for Oil men it seems:

Stanley Ann Dunham Obama Dunham met her
second husband, Lolo Sotoero, at the East West
Centre on the University of Hawaii Campus.
Ann Dunham had met her son’s father, Barack
Obama, Sr., on the same campus years earlier,
that time in a Russian language class. She seems
to have had a thing for men who work for oil
companies, too, since ObaOne worked for Shell
and Lolo worked for Mobil. And this led to a
rather interesting relationship to the Geithner &
Rockefeller families and the CIA: http://a-
albionic.com/topic/196/t/Geithner-Obama-s-
Mom-and-the-Rockefeller-CIA.html
Even stranger yet is this possibility which
seems to agree in regards to many thinking
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that Obama was cloned from the DNA of the
Pharoahs – Is this just to throw us off of the
Jewish connections?:
SEE:http://thefreemanperspective.blogspot.com
/2009/02/barackhnaten-and-renaissance-
tiye.html – Freeman has openly admitted that his
father was a Grand Master of a Freemason Lodge
and Freeman is one of the 13 major bloodline
families of the Illuminati
SEE:http://s13.invisionfree.com/THE_UNHIV
ED_MIND/ar/t40108.htm for a lively discussion)
Could it be that: BHO was likely born of the
seed of Michael Rockefeller and DNA extracted
from the sarcophagus of Cleopatra, former
two-time Queen of Egypt.
There is overwhelming evidence that the
technologies to create such a creature existed in
Austria as far back as 1926, and was
accomplished by 1952. Rockefeller’s faked
disappearance in 1961, the alleged year that
BHO was born, itself, a sequence of implausible
events and cover ups, was designed to prevent
anyone from ever learning the truth about
available technologies and how those
technologies were being used.
The Nazis, the Soviets and others, on behalf of
the Illuminati, worked together to accomplish
their goal: the creation of a New World Order,
founded on a hybrid personality programmed to
do their bidding. The above referenced articles
specifically reveal faked photographs and video
productions, and the trail to how BHO was
created. My conclusions are born out of the
previously undisclosed facts about Rockefeller’s
‘disappearance’ and the ever-present
involvement of the Rockefeller-created
“Dunham” clan , Obama’s supposed family– all
Rockefeller agents.

The following are deductions and
conclusions, both before and after research:

SEE:
http://proliberty.com/observer//20100405.htm

Then we have the strange case of
Eisenhower:

http://web.me.com/donnicoloff/directlightprod
uctions.com/Articles/Entries/2010/4/28_Teena
ge_Mutant_Ninja_Birth_Certificates.html
After it was revealed that former U.S.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower was not born
in Denison, Texas in 1890, nor anywhere else
in the United States, a flurry of ‘Eisenhower’
articles appeared on the Internet as an

ineffectually feeble, psychological
counterbalance to the revelation that
Eisenhower (aka David Dwight Eisenhower)
was not a natural-born U.S. citizen. It so
happens that he real name was “Johann Adolf
Eisenhauer,” and his lineage was traced to
Solka, Bukovina, Austria-Hungary.
To the uninformed, the U.S. Constitution
disqualifies anyone not born on American soil
from becoming the president of the United
States, though research proves that Johann Adolf
Eisenhauer, George H. Scherff, Jr. (aka George
Herbert Walker Bush), and Barry Rockefeller
(aka Barack Hussein Obama, Jr./Barry Soetoro)
accomplished the feat. The Constitution is quite
definitive on the issue, yet three separate
congressional conventions aided and abetted in
the subterfuge of the American government.

The revelations you are about to read will not
only expose the fraud
committed to further
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s
own political ambitions,
they will expose a
massive, international
plot to derail the U.S.
Constitution, turning its
principles over to a gang
of organized Zionist,
Fascist and Communist
thugs intent on

destroying America from within. What you
are about to read will require us to rewrite
history. Let that process begin here.
AND WHO DID ALL THIS RESEARCH?

About Obama Pharoah Clone & Eisenhower &
also on the Bush/Scherf connections??? One in
depth researcher who covered these topics is Don
Nicoloff:
Don Nicoloff has specialized in genealogical
research uncovering the true families and
histories of previous U.S. Presidents, contenders
for the presidency and other hidden information,
bringing readers to the destiny the elite has
planned for us. The Idaho Observer printed many
of his earlier exposes, including “Deathbed
Confessions: Photos support claims that George
H. Scherff, Jr. was the 41st president” (April –
June 2008), “The Three Stooges go to
Washington – Parts 1-7” (2008 – 2009) and
“Following the money backwards leads to
President Reagan, Russian rubles and
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Ambassador Leo Wanta” (Jan. 2007). A couple
of these articles were tightened due to space
constrictions. His latest research on Dwight D.
“Ike” Eisenhower also not having a real birth
certificate from Texas is memorialized in
“Eisenhower 1952 Birth-Certificate Fraud
Revealed” and much more about “Eisenhauer”
in “Teenage Mutant Ninja Eisenhauers – Parts 1
and 2” and was not printed in The I.O. due to
space (the entire three part epic is over 20,000
words plus pictures.) We encourage all readers
who have access to the internet to read Don
Nicoloff’s articles at his website (see ad on next
page.) His most recent research ties in “Wanta-
gate” with “Eisenhauer”. Believe me, this is
HUGE regarding the absolute control the
banksters have over us, and how their plan has
been in place and moving forward for centuries.
Download it while you can and make copies for
both your files and sharing.

http://directlightproductions.com/
http://web.mac.com/donnicoloff/directlightpro

ductions.com/Breaking_Stories.html
So it’s all in the family, so to speak. For now
they have grafted in a few non-Jews to give
world Jewish government or world Zionist

government some ‘cover’, but these people will
be disposed of. I urge you to research the
Rockefeller family, they are CLEARLY
SEPHARDIC JEWS, and the 2nd richest
Jewish family in the world after the Rothschilds.
Al gore married his daughter in the Schiff
banking faimily. Jenna Bush married a Hagar
and this family are cryto Jews. Hagars brother
married into a prominent Jewish family, who
owned a large part of HBO.
This New World Order is so Jewish, it looks

like the last supper, especially the
Rockefellers.

It should be renamed the JWO for Jew World
Order! In addition, I knew a Rockefeller who
admitted to me the family was Jewish and who
would not go by the name Rockefeller and he
married a Jewish woman in the Presbyterian
church, like the Rockefellers do typically these
days.

The End OS21654

Muslim Inbreeding
From Our USA Correspondent

DURING the pilot transition program
with the KV-107 and C-130 with
Lockheed, we found that most Saudi

pilot trainees had very limited night vision, even
on the brightest of moon lit nights. Their training
retention rate was minimal including
maintenance personnel. Some had dim memories
and had to be constantly reminded of things that
were told to them the day before. Needless to
say, an American, British or any other western
instructor gets burned out pretty quick. It
actually took Muslim C-130 pilots years before

they could fly in the dark safely and then would
be reluctant to leave the lights of a city. Ask any
Marine, Air Force or Army guy who’s been
trying to train Iraqis, and especially Afghans
Islam is not only a religion, it's a way of life all
the way around. Yet another set of revealing
facts about Muslim beliefs and traditions and
ways of life.

"1400 years of inbreeding: A huge Muslim
problem

Nikolai Sennels is a Danish psychologist who
has done extensive research into a little-known
problem in the Muslim world: the disastrous
results of Muslim inbreeding brought about by
the marriage of first-cousins. This practice,
which has been prohibited in the Judeo-Christian
tradition since the days of Moses, was sanctioned
by Muhammad and has been going on now for
50 generations (1,400 years) in the Muslim
world. This practice of inbreeding will never go
away in the Muslim world, since Muhammad is
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the ultimate example and authority on all
matters, including marriage.

The massive inbreeding in Muslim culture may
well have done virtually irreversible damage to
the Muslim gene pool, including extensive
damage to its intelligence, sanity, and health.
According to Sennels, close to half of all
Muslims in the world are inbred. In Pakistan, the
numbers approach 70%. Even in England, more
than half of Pakistani immigrants are married to
their first cousins, and in Denmark the number
of inbred Pakistani immigrants is around 40%.
The numbers are equally devastating in other
important Muslim countries: 67% in Saudi
Arabia, 64% in Jordan, and Kuwait, 63% in
Sudan , 60% in Iraq , and 54% in the United Arab
Emirates and Qatar . According to the BBC, this
Pakistani, Muslim-inspired inbreeding is thought
to explain the probability that a British Pakistani
family is more than 13 times as likely to have
children with recessive genetic disorders.. While
Pakistanis are responsible for three percent of
the births in the UK, they account for 33% of
children with genetic birth defects. "

The risks of what are called autosomal recessive
disorders such as cystic fibrosis and spinal
muscular atrophy is 18 times higher and the risk
of death due to malformations is 10 times higher.
Other negative consequences of inbreeding
include a 100 percent increase in the risk of still
births and a 50% increase in the possibility that
a child will die during labour.

Lowered intellectual capacity is another
devastating consequence of Muslim marriage
patterns. According to Sennels, research shows
that children of consanguineous marriages lose

10-16 points off their IQ and that social abilities
develop much slower in inbred babies. The risk
of having an IQ lower than 70, the official
demarcation for being classified as "retarded,"
increases by an astonishing 400 percent among
children of cousin marriages. (Similar effects
were seen in the Pharaonic dynasties in ancient
Egypt and in the British royal family, where
inbreeding was the norm for a significant period
of time.)

In Denmark, non-Western immigrants are more
than 300 percent more likely to fail the
intelligence test required for entrance into the
Danish army. Sennels says that "the ability to
enjoy and produce knowledge and abstract
thinking is simply lower in the Islamic world."
He points out that the Arab world translates just
330 books every year, about 20% of what Greece
alone does. In the last 1,200 years of Islam, just
100,000 books have been translated into Arabic,
about what Spain does in a single year. Seven
out of 10 Turks have never even read a book.
Sennels points out the difficulties this creates for
Muslims seeking to succeed in the West. "A
lower IQ, together with a religion that denounces
critical thinking, surely makes it harder for many
Muslims to have success in our high-tech
knowledge societies."

Only nine Muslims have ever won the Nobel
Prize, and five of those were for the "Peace
Prize." According to Nature magazine, Muslim
countries produce just 10 percent of the world
average when it comes to scientific research
measured by articles per million inhabitants.

In Denmark, Sennels' native country, Muslim
children are grossly over represented among
children with special needs. One-third of the
budget for Danish schools is consumed by
special education, and anywhere from 51% to
70% of retarded children with physical
handicaps in Copenhagen have an immigrant
background. Learning ability is severely affected
as well. Studies indicated that 64% of school
children with Arabic parents are still illiterate
after 10 years in the Danish school system. The
immigrant drop-out rate in Danish high schools
is twice that of the native-born.

Mental illness is also a product. The closer the
blood relative, the higher the risk of
schizophrenic illness. The increased risk of
insanity may explain why more than 40% of
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patients in Denmark’s biggest ward for clinically
insane criminals have an immigrant background.
The U.S. is not immune. According to Sennels,
"One study based on 300,000 Americans shows
that the majority of Muslims in the USA have a
lower income, are less educated, and have worse
jobs than the population as a whole."

Sennels concludes: There is no doubt that the
wide spread tradition of first cousin marriages
among Muslims has harmed the gene pool
among Muslims. Because Muslims' religious
beliefs prohibit marrying non-Muslims and thus
prevents them from adding fresh genetic material
to their population, the genetic damage done to
their gene pool since their prophet allowed first
cousin marriages 1,400 years ago are most likely
massive. This has produced overwhelming direct
and indirect human and societal consequences.

Bottom line: Islam is not simply a benign and
morally equivalent alternative to the Judeo-
Christian tradition. As Sennels points out, the
first and biggest victims of Islam are Muslims.
Simple Judeo-Christian compassion for Muslims
and a common-sense desire to protect Western
civilization from the ravages of Islam dictate a
vigorous opposition to the spread of this dark
and dangerous religion. These stark realities
must be taken into account when we establish
public polices dealing with immigration from
Muslim countries and the building of mosques
in the U.S. Let's hope the civilized West and the
North Americans wake up before a blind naiveté
about the reality of Islam destroys what remains
of our Judeo-Christian culture and our domestic
tranquillity.

The End OS21612

Government Study Finds Toxic Roundup Herbicide In
75 Percent Of Air, Rain Samples

Jonathan Benson - Natural News

YOU might not
want to hold your
tongue out to

catch that enticing drop the
next time it rains -- you
could end up inadvertently
taking a swig of
Monsanto's Roundup
herbicide. New research
published in the journal
Environmental Toxicology

and Chemistry reveals that
both air and rain are contaminated with Roundup
and other toxic agricultural chemicals more than
75 percent of the time in some areas, exposing
potentially hundreds of millions of people to
small and perpetual doses of hidden chemical
poisons.

For this research, a team of scientists from the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) collected air and
rain samples weekly for 12 years during each
growing season in the Mississippi Delta
agricultural region, testing for glyphosate, the
primary active ingredient in Roundup; atrazine;
metolachlor; propanil, and a host of other
pesticides and herbicides in common use between

the years of 1995 and 2007 -- the first genetically
modified organisms (GMOs) were introduced in
the U.S. in 1995.

Based on an analysis of the data collected over
the years, the team identified detectable
concentrations of at least seven agricultural
chemicals, including atrazine, metolachlor and
propanil, in more than 50 percent of air and rain
samples collected throughout the region. And
the percentages for glyphosate and its
degradation product aminomethylphosphonic
acid (AMPA) were found to be even higher,
showing detectable concentrations in more than
75 percent of air and rain samples.

"A variety of current-use pesticides were
determined in weekly-composite air and rain
samples collected during the 1995 and 2007
growing seasons in the Mississippi Delta
agricultural region," wrote the authors in their
abstract. "Decreased overall pesticide use in
2007 relative to 1995 generally resulted in
decreased detection frequencies in air and rain...
[but total] herbicide flux in 2007 was slightly
greater than in 1995, and was dominated by
glyphosate."
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Roundup usage spiked more than 800
percent since early 1990’s

So while the presence of a number of other
agricultural chemicals has gradually decreased
over the years, according to the study, more
Roundup than ever is polluting our air, resulting
in untold amounts of this brain-damaging
chemical continually raining down upon our
soils, our lawns and even our water supplies.

"The good news was that the overall pesticide
content of the samples from 2007 [was] lower
than [that] in 1995," writes Case Adams for
RealNatural.org. "But the types of pesticides
have changed, as certain pesticides were not
being used as much in 1995 as they were in 2007.
Glyphosate application jumped from 11,000 tons
in 1992 to 88,000 tons in 2007. By 2011 that use
has jumped to over 90,000 tons."

If you have been following the medical literature
recently, you probably recognize that the public
health ramifications of this are highly

disconcerting. One recent study verified that
glyphosate obstructs the normal expression of
cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes, for instance,
which are critical for detoxification and the
proper biosynthesis of nutrients.

The consequences of this inhibition -- a number
of other studies have linked Roundup exposure
to similar health outcomes -- run the gamut of
modern, mostly Western chronic illnesses, and
include gastrointestinal disorders, diabetes, heart
disease, autism, obesity, infertility and cancer.

"We explain the documented effects of
glyphosate and its ability to induce disease,"
concluded the authors of the aforementioned
study, which was published in the peer-reviewed
journal Entropy. "[W]e show that glyphosate is
the 'textbook example' of exogenous semiotic
entropy: the disruption of homeostasis by
environmental toxins."

The End OS21666

Some More Of The Ancient Standing Stones That
Point To Our Hebrew Heritage

The Labby Dolmen

The Labby Dolmen is located in county
Ballindoon, Lough Arrow, Sligo, Ireland. It is
also called the Carrickglass Dolmen and is about
2 km north of Arrowrock Lodge.

To get there you drive (or walk) about 2 to 3
minutes to the nearby Cromleach Lodge Hotel
car park. The Labby Rock is about 10 minutes
walk along the sign posted historical trail.

Labby Rock is Ireland's second biggest portal
tomb or dolmen, with a 70 ton  capstone. It was

built some 5000 years ago during the neolithic
period which spans between 4000 to 2500 BC.

Labby Rock is so named after the Irish word for
bed ”leaba” and features in both local folklore
and Celtic Mythology.

According to Folklore Labby Rock is the place
where Dairmuid and Grainne slept when fleeing
the wrath of Fionn MacCumhaill. Grainne had
been promised in marriage to the much older
Fionn MacCumhaill by her father, the High
King. Grainne fell in love with Dairmuid and so
the couple eloped.

They were chased throughout the land but in
time the quest for vengeance was called off. All
was well for some time but Diarmuid was
eventually killed in a hunting “accident” near
Belbulbin in north Sligo.

Local tradition also claims that if an engaged
couple should lie on top of the Labby Rock
before they are married they are sure to have
many children.

The Labby Rock also features in Celtic
Mythology, and like many local sites, features
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in the stories surrounding the Second Battle of
Moytura.

These stories claim that the Labby Rock is the
burial place of Nuada of the Silver Arm, King
of Tuatha de Danann, who was killed at the battle
of Moytura by Balor of the Evil Eye the leader
of the Formorians.  The Tuatha de Danann, were
Hebrews from the tribe of Dan.

Men-an-Tol Megalithic Stone,
Cornwall, England

Located near Penzance in the west Cornish
moors is the unique and enigmatic Men-an-Tol
stone. Archaeologists suggest the three stones
that comprise the Men-an-Tol are the remains of
a Neolithic tomb because various types of holed
stones have been found near the entrances of
different ancient burial chambers. Ancient
folklore of the surrounding region, however,
explains that the centre stone has fertilizing and
energizing properties capable of curing almost
any ailment when crawled through towards the
sun. Young children were passed three times,
naked, through the hole and then dragged
through the grass three times toward the east, in
order to cure rickets or tuberculosis. Adults,
seeking relief from rheumatism or spinal
problems, crawled nine times through the hole
in a sun rise direction.

The Men-an-Tol is also thought to be an
instrument for measuring the May-August
sunrise line, and in reverse direction, the
February-November sunset. Some visitors after
climbing through the hole report feelings of
euphoria and well being. Contemporary medical
theory speaks of psychosomatic illness and the
mind-body connection. Perhaps much disease is
simply dis-ease of the spirit and psyche, and
thereby the ease and happiness visitors
experience at the Men-an-Tol may have been the
cause of the physical healings of ancient people.

The Rollright Stones

Located off the A34 500m west along a B road
at Great Rollright The Rollright Stones is a
well-preserved stone circle, originally in private
ownership, but since purchased by the Friends
Of The Rollright Stones. The stones are
limestone, so they have been weathered into
fantastic gnarled shapes by the passage of Time.
As well as the stone circle itself, there is an
outlier, The King Stone, which is also a finely
weathered limestone monolith, though sadly
surrounded by some singularly ugly iron
railings... A few hundred metres east of the circle
is the Whispering Knights dolmen, another good
collection of limestone monoliths.

Legend

The name comes from a local legend; the large
outlier is the King turned to stone, the
Whispering Knights his men. They were
calcified, so rumour has it, by a local witch when
travelling over her land.

The Witch cackled "Go forward"
Seven long strides shalt thou take
If Long Compton thou canst see
King of England thou shalt be

Long Compton is a local village which would
normally be seen from the King Stone, were it
not for a natural mound blocking the view. The
king went forward expecting triumph, but the
witch had the last laugh -

"As Long Compton thou canst not see
King of England thou shalt not be

Rise up stick, and stand still, stone,
for King of England thou shalt be none.
Thou and thy men hoar stones shall be

and I myself an elder tree

The End



A wide range of Literature and rare
book reprints in hard copy, reasonably
priced, now available from the Christ's

Assembly web site:
http://christsassembly.com/literature.htm

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes [Listen to audio clip]  $16.00

Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.

The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

http://www.iftruthbeknown.net/index.php/about/

Eurofolk Radio

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items

of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and

much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

FOR THE REAL
NEWS

http://www.youtube.com/user/ukcol

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and

join in the chat
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

http://www.iftruthbeknown.net/index.php/download_file/view/50/127/
http://www.iftruthbeknown.net/index.php/about/
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://www.talkshoe.com/tc/30258
http://www.youtube.com/user/ukcolumn
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/
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The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The

Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus

Mountains Into Europe
By

Pastor Eli James

The above PowerPoint presentation is
available at Pastor Eli’s website:

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com

Parts 1 - 6 plus a short introduction
can now be viewed or downloaded -
the latest addition part 6  covers the

German people in relation to the
migrations of the Tribes of Israel.

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

CONTACT

pia-6@t-online.de

Lawful Rebellion
Meetings

Reclaim Our Sovereignty

Watch this space for
future events

The British Constitution Group

7 Holland Road

Wallasey
Wirral

CH45 7QZ
Telephone 07813 529 383

Emailinfo@thebcgroup.org.uk


